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ABSTRACT 
Field of nanoplasmonics study the interaction of light with nanoscale metallic struc-
tures and it possesses the great potential of being the key element in future , highly 
integrated, on-chip nanophotonic aevices. Several major breakthroughs have been 
demonstrated in the past decade regarding the utilization of plasmonics for purposes 
ranging from optical nanoantennas to enhanced biochemical sensing platforms. So 
far, studies are generally focused on two-dimensional (2D) arra!'gemelit -of plasmonic 
nanostructures. However, engineering of materials in three dimensions (3D) by in-
t egrating different kinds of plasmonic resonances in multi-layers, offers additional 
degrees of freedom in our design space, resulting in remarkable effects . 
. . 
This thesis research investigates the outcomes of the tailoring of electromag-
netic interactions between multiple plasmonic structures in three-dimensions. We 
are mainly focused on a coherence phenomenon t ermed as Farro resonance. Farro 
resonances are generally studied in at omic physics, which occur due to an interfer-
v 
ence between multiple excitation pathways where a discrete resonant state is coupled 
to a broad continuum. Fano resonances are inherently linked to an atomic physics 
concept termed as Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT). Recently, a plas-
monic analogue of the EIT effect was proposed and drew great attention. Plasmon 
Induced Transparency (PIT) enables one to m.imic t he excremely dispersive sped;ral 
characteristics of EIT, on-chip and without any stringent requirements. 
In the first two parts of this work, we show that by a precise engineering of 
the near-field interactions of plasmo~ic elements, PIT effect can be carried simulta-
neously to multiple spectral domains. This effect has many potential applications 
ranging from enhanced non-linearities to novel optical communication systems. In 
the third part, we investigate a multi-spectral Fano resonant plasmonic structure's 
. non-linear response by embedding a nanoscale Kerr medium to the design. We show 
that a unique set of effects can be achieved through the interplay of Fano resonances 
and embedded optical non-linearity. In the last part, we develop a unifying theory to 
describe Fano resonances in both purely plasmonic structures and also in other sys-
tems which are comprised of plasmonic . structures coupled to molecular resonances. 
The developed theory provides an invaluable intuition to Fano resonances and their 
utilization in applications such as biosensing and spectroscopy. 
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Chapter 1 
.. Introduction 
ct: .. !"-
The work presented in this thesis work is mainly related to the development of multi-
element plasmonic systems for applications ranging from optical biosensing and spec-
troscopy to enhanced non-linear phenomena. In general, we are interested in devel-
oping intuitive frameworks for investigating the near-field interactions within multi-
resonator systems and their implications. 
This introductory chapter is included to build-up a common background for the 
upcoming chapters. In the first section, the basics plasmonics will be summarized 
... , 
under two main categories: propagating and localized surface plasmon polaritons. 
In the second section, applications of plasmonics to refractive index based label-free 
biosensing and infrared vibrational spectroscopy will be briefly introduced. In the 
third chapter a concise history of the Farro resonance and its plasmonic analogues 
will be discussed. Lastly, the chapter is concluded by defining the goal of this thesis 
research and providing an outline of the remainder chapters. 
1.1 Plasmonics - Propagating and Localized Surface Plasmon 
Polaritons 
Plasmonics studies the interaction of electromagnetic waves with metallic structures 
and it possesses the great potential of being the key element in future, highly in-
tegrated and on-chip photonic devices(Maier, 2007; Raether, 1988; Ozbay, 2006; 
Schuller et al., 2010). Even though the investigation of surface plasmons excited 
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on the interface of metallic and dielectric planes has been a topic of interest for 
many decades, with the advances in nanofabrication techniques the field of plasmon-
ics emerged as a major area of research. Ability to confine electromagnetic waves on 
nanoscale metallic structures in the form plasmons has opened up possibilities reshap-
iug ·ch8 photonics field. There are several major breakthroughs relai;ecl to plasmonics 
in the last couple of decades ranging from orders of magnitude enhancements in the 
efficiencies of non-linear phenomena(Wurtz et al., 2006) to nanoantennas working 
in the optical regime(Novotny and van Hulst, 2011) and biochemical sensing plat-
forms(Anker et al., 2008). In addition, plasmonics has been proposed to be utilized 
in many diverse applications such as photovoltaics(Atwater and Polman, 2010), sub-
wavelength imaging(Pendry, 2000) , optical cloaking(Cai et al. , 2007), etc. Plasmonics 
is an ever-growing field of study and many of its subfields are still widely unexplored. 
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) are collective charge density oscillations con-
fined evaiiescently in the perpendicular direction at a dielectric and a metal inter-
face(Maier, 2007; Raether, 1988). These charge density oscillations ofthe conductor's 
electron plasma are excited via an incoming driving electromagnetic field from the 
free-space. These excitations are mainly categorized into two as propagating SPPs 
and localized SPPs. 
1.1.1 Propagating SPPs 
Propagating SPPs are bound to a continuous metallic and dielectric interface whereas 
the localized SPPs are excited in nanoscale metallic particles(Maier, 2007). One can 
gain significant insight about the SPPs via utilization of classical electromagnetic 
theory. 
The most simplistic geometry that will allow the excitation of SPPs is consti-
tuted by two semi-infinite slabs of a dielectric material and a met al as shown in 
Figure 1·1(a) . Here the dielectric medium will be assumed to possess a constant 
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refractive index of n throughout the frequency regime of interest. Metals in optical 
frequencies are generally characterized by a Drucie+ Lorentz model but for simplicity 
we will assume a Drucie model which characterizes the permittivity of the metal as: 
w2 
E{w) = l --- P_ 
w 2 + 21w 
(1.1) 
Here, Wp is defined as the plasma frequency of the metal and 1 is the Drucie 
damping parameter, which is linked to the inherent ohmic loss in the metaL We 
are interested in frequencies below the characteristic plasma frequency of the metal 
(w < wP) where the material retains its metallic character. Assuming a harmonic 
time dependence and a normally incident plane wave source .(E(r, t) = E 0 e-jwt) and 
•:- · .. . ~~.:· · -. 
using the Helmholtz equation we achieve: 
(1.2) 
-4(;· ~ . 
Here, /3 = kx · is the p~opagation constant along the transverse direction, where 
k0 (ko = 2":r) is the wavenumber of the incident electromagnetic wave. Equation 1.2 
can be solved by utilizing the boundary conditions at the metal dielectric interface 
(z = 0) and utilizing the Drucie model defined in Equation 1.1 for the permittivity 
of the metal in Region 1. The solution of 1.2 will result in the dispersion relation of 
SPPs propagating at the metal dielectric interface as: 
f3 = ko (1.3) 
Here, E1 and E2 are the permittivities of both regions at a given frequency (which is 
linked to the wavenumber as defined abo.ve). Figure 1·1 (b) illustrates the solution of 
Equation 1.3 for normalized frequency and wave vector variables, where the dielectric 
is assumed to be air (with n = 1). Light line is also included in Figure 1·1 (b). For 
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low frequencies , the dispersion relation of the propagating SPPs and the light line 
converges and the propagation constant is close to k0 . However for higher frequencies, 
SPPs are in the right side of the light line and there is a momentum mismatch between 
the SPPs and the free-space excitation. Therefore in order to excite SPPs special 
momentum matching techniques are required. 
(a) 
z 
Region 2 
X 
Region 1 
15 
Figure 1·1: (a) Illustration of the most simplistic geometry that will 
support excitation of propagating SPPs, Region 1 is a dielectric with 
a refractive index n and Region 2 is a metal and its permittivity is de-
scribed with a Drude model. (b) Dispersion relation for the propagating 
SPPs. 
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Historically, the most widely used configuration for the excitation of propagating 
SPPs is the prism-coupling (Kretschmann) geometry. In this configuration a prism 
with a higher refractive index material is used to overcome the momentum mismatch. 
Instead of the semi-infinite slabs shown in Figure 1·1(a), a thin metallic layer is 
sandwiched between the prism with higher refractive index and another low-index 
dielectric layer as shown in Figure 1·2(a). 
For this configuration, the driving electromagnetic field is incident from the prism 
side and with an incidence angle of () and the in-plane momentum is therefore kx = 
k0 .,fi.sin(), which is high enough to excite the SPPs on the metal and air interface. It 's 
important to note that the propagating SPPs that are bound to the prism and metal 
interface cannot get excited with this configuration, since as shown in Figure 1· 2 (b), 
• .. . 
~ .. ·. 
(a) 
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(b) 
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Figure 1·2: (a) Illustration of the prism coupling geometry, where a 
thin metallic layer is sandwiched between a higher index prism and 
a low index dielectric layer. (b) Dispersion relation of the propagating 
SPPs with light lines corresponding to both air and prism interfaces 
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the momentum mismatch between the SPPs on the prism - metal interface and the 
light line for the prism persists. As will be mentioned in the upcoming subsection, this 
excitation geometry is highly used in commercial surface plasmon resonance (SPR) 
based biosensing platforms. 
· ~. ·. " " 
Another common excitation. scheme is the utilization of periodic surface corruga-
tions at the metal and dielectric interface, which is generally referred to as grating 
coupling(Maier, 2007; Raether, 1988). For a two dimensional periodic array of corru-
gations as shown in Figure 1·3(a), momentum match is achieved when the following 
COi..ciition is satisfied: 
(1.4) 
Here n and m are integer grating orders and Gx and Gy are reciprocal lattice 
constants in x and y directions ( G = 2; where a is the lattice constant) (Eb besen 
et al. , 1998). Therefore propagating SPPs can be excited in multi-spectral discrete 
wavelengths , which correspond to certain grating orders . The main advantage of 
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using the grating coupling is the fact that propagating SPPs can be excited with a 
normally incident light source, which greatly relaxes the experimental requirements of 
the propagating SPP based systems and reduces the equipments' physical sizes. With 
the advancement of nanofabrication techniques, the realization of nanoscale gratings 
are easily achieved with high . precision vvhich allowed the nexc-generation plasmonic 
biosensing platforms to emerge as will be discussed in the following sub-section. 
(a) 
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Figure 1·3: (a) Illustration of the grating coupling geometry from 
top-view, here the periodic corrugations are shown with circles in a 
square lattice, with a lattice constant of a . (b) Dispersion relation of 
the propagating SPPs in the grating coupling equation 
1.1.2 Localized SPPs 
20 
In contrast to propagating SPPs, the excitation of localized SPPs do not require mo-
mentum matching techniques. Localized SPPs arise from the classical problem of 
the scattering of an incident electromagnetic field by a sub-wavelength metallic par-
ticle(Bohren and Huffman, 1983; Jackson, 1999). Interaction of the sub-wavelength 
metallic particle with the electromagnetic field can be straightforwardly understood 
with the simplified problem under the assumption of quasi-static approximation . This 
approximation requires the particle size to be smaller in comparison to the incident 
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electromagnetic field wavelength and the spatial dependence of the incident field over 
the particle body is assumed to be constant. If we consider a spherical metallic par-
ticle of radius a, where a < < .\, the strength of the induced dipole moment on the 
particle by an incident electric field E 0 is: 
(1.5) 
Here, Eo and Em are the permittivities of the surrounding dielectric medium and 
the metal, respectively. a is defined as the polarizability, which is given by: 
4 3 Eo- Em a= 1ra ---
Eo+ 2Em 
(1.6) 
An immediate implication of Equation 1.6 is the highly dispersive Em can take 
negative real values and if the condition of Eo = - 2Re( Em) is satisfied, the denominator 
almost vanishes which results in a very high polarizability and therefore a very high 
induced dipole moment. This resonance condition is valid for a spherical particle and 
it is independent of any size parameter. 
Generalization of Equation 1.6 for a spheroid particle is given as(Bohren and 
Huffman, 1983): 
a= V 
Eo- Em 
Em+ Lk(El- Em) (1 .7) 
Here V corresponds to the spheroid particle volume and Lk is a geometrical depo-
larization factor, where the subscript k denotes the spatial coordinates x , y, z . There-
fore the resonance conditions are potentially different for each three orthogonal di-
rections. As it is seen from Equation 1.7, the spheroid particle's resonance condition 
is dependent on its geometry. Since the Drude model predicts a monotonically de-
creasing Re( Em) , by tuning Lk one can achieve resonant behaviors throughout a great 
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wavelength regime limited by the plasma frequency of the utilized metal. In general, 
a rod shaped geometry is utilized and with an increased aspect ratio (length / width) 
of the plasmonic particle the resonance redshifts. 
The utilized quasi-static approximation fails to predict the response of plasmonic 
structures for higher wavelength regi;.neG (e.g., mid-infrared regime), where the de--
scription of the particle as a point dipole is not valid anymore. However it provides a 
valid starting point and with certain additional considerations, as will be described in 
the next chapter, its accuracy can be enhanced. This resonant behavior of a metal-
lic particle is referred to as the localized surface plasmon resonance and unlike the 
propagating SPPs that were defined in section 1.1.1, localized SPPs can be excited 
directly with an incident electromagnetic field, hence they do not require any external 
coupling mechanisms. 
1.2 Label-free Plasmonic Biosensors and Spectroscopy Ap-
plications 
1.2.1 Refractive Index Based Biosensing 
Ultra-compact and label-free biosensing platforms provide a powerful alternative 
route for both disease diagnostics techniques and also for drug development pur-
poses(Ozkumur et al., 2008; Anker et al., 2008; Homola, 2003; Lal et al., 2007). Here, 
the scope is limited to the label-free plasmonic biosensors, which utilize optical sig-
nals as the transduction mechanism. Most widely used and commercially available 
plasmonic biosensor is based on the prism coupling geometry as described in Sec-
tion 1.1.1. However the classical SPR equipment is cumbersome and needs precise 
alignment of the incident light source to the sensing platform, which is a massive 
drawback for the compatibility of these devices Ior point-of-care applications. On the 
other hand, grating coupling mechanism for the excitation of SPPs allow us to use 
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normally incident electromagnetic fields, therefore greatly relaxes the requirements 
of the commercially available plasmonic biosensors(Anker et al., 2008; Homola, 2003; 
Lal et al., 2007; Bishnoi et al., 2006). With the advancements in the nano fabrication 
tools, the realization of nanoscale surface corrugations are relatively straightforward 
and can be greatly multiplexed. 
Label-:-free sensing mechanism in both the grating and the prism coupling scenar-
ios are inherently the same and they rely on the exponential decay of the SPPs from 
the metal dielectric interface. Subwavelength confinement of the incoming electro-
magnetic field is possible due to the excitation of the SPPs and therefore the surface 
plasmon resonances are highly sensitive to local refractive index variations in the 
vicinity of the dielectric and metal interface. These.,refractive index variations can 
occur due to the binding events of bio-agents at the interface. In addition, the varia-
tions in the bulk medium (such as temperature fluctuations, etc.) are irrelevant due 
to the high confinement of the electromagnetic field, which increases the signal to 
noise ratio greatly. 
A variety of nanoplasmonic biosensors have been proposed which utilize both 
localized SPPs and propagating SPPs as the sensing mechanism(Nusz et al. , 2009; 
Kabashin et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2006). All of these applications rely on a close moni-
toring of the surface plasmon resonance shifts upon binding of analytes. The challenge 
of designing plasmonic biosensing platforms with higher sensitivities and integration 
of these ultra-compact systems with microfl.uidic systems for time-dependent biode-
tection applications is a very active area of research(Yanik et al., 2010) . 
1.2.2 Infrared Spectroscopy 
In contrast to refractive index based biosensing platforms, IR spectroscopy applica-
tions can provide more valuable information regarding the captured bio-agents. Re-: 
fractive index based sensing is very indirect and vulnerable to false-positives, which 
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in general arise from unspecific binding events. On the other hand, one can employ 
~:~ . . ·~- . . . 
vibrational spectroscopy to gain deeper insight, such as the molecular bond informa-
tion of the captured biomolecules. Two general optical techniques to investigate the 
vibrational spectra of biomolecules are Raman scattering and IR absorption spec-
troscopy. 
Information acquired from a biomolecule's vibrational spectra is of immense im-
portance because the functionality of a biological material is related to its molecular 
bond structure. More interestingly, vibrational spectral analysis can be utilized to 
investigate the conformal changes in three-dimensional structures of proteins, which 
are the building blocks of biological organisms(Barth, 2007). 
Shortcomings of vibrational spectroscopy are mainly related to the limitations of 
the detection mechanisms and sources utilized in mid infrared frequencies. On the 
other hand, even though the refractive index based biosensors provide indirect results, 
they are generally used in visible or near-infrared frequencies and do not have these 
stringent requirements. Another major limitation of the vibrational spectroscopy is 
the strong absorptive characteristics of water in this regime. 
Plasmonic structures have been adopted to enable higher sensitivities in vibra-
tional spectroscopy applications( Ada to et al., 2009). As it was discussed in section 
1.1 high confinement of electromagnetic fields in the vicinity of the plasmonic struc-
tures pave the route for more suitable vibrational spectroscopy tools. In addition, 
increased electric field intensity on an infrared absorber greatly enhances the total 
absorption, therefore with the utilization of plasmonic structures, enhanced light-
matter interactions can be achieved. In the latter chapters we will investigate how 
the careful engineering of plasmonic resonators can dramatically change the outcomes 
of vibrational spectroscopy experiments. 
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1.3 Fano Resonances 
Lorentzian function is generally used as the fundamental line shape of all naturally 
occurring resonant phenomena in the most simplistic sense. In general, there are more 
t han a single resonant contributor to an observation and t he outcome is in practice 
decomposed to a series of Lorentzian functions , where each of them is attributed to 
'· 
a single resonance. However, in a quantum mechanical research work conducted· by 
Ugo Farro in 1961(Fano, 1961), a new type of resonance with characteristically an 
asymmetric line shape is discovered, which is referred to as Farro resonances. The 
Farro resonance has the following line shape: 
....  _ . .... 
(1.8) 
Here w0 is the resonant frequency and 1 is the damping rate, as defined similarly 
in Lorentzian line shape function . q is the Farro parameter and is attributed to 
the degree of asymmetry. Farro resonances arise from a coherent interaction of a 
broad continuum and a discrete resonant state, where destructive and constructive 
interference effects occur due to excitation of multiple pathways. Farro resonances are 
observed in a variety of different quantum mechanical systems and this phenomenon 
were mainly considered to be a quantum effect which did not have a counterpart in 
classical systems. 
However there are also a wide range of classical systems that exhibits asymmetrical 
line shape characteristics, which can be directly modeled as Farro resonances. Some of 
the most fundamental examples are the transmission and refl.ection ,responses of pho-
tonic crystal slabs(Fan et al., 2003), Wood's anomaly in gratings(Hessel and Oliner, 
1965) , extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) spectra of nano hole arrays(Genet 
et al. , 2003) , etc. The occurrence of Farro resonances in classical systems are actually 
quite intuitive. As st ated above, the origin of Farro resonances is the coherence inter-
.. .. 
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. ference of multiple excitation pathways and the wave nature of the electromagnetic 
fields inherently supports this phenomenon. 
1.3.1 Fano Resonances in Plasmonic Systems 
The fundamental requirement of the F8,no resonance is an interacting bro8.d con-
tinuum and a discrete resonant state. Both of these requirements can be readily 
fulfilled using standard plasmonic elements(Luk'yanchuk et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 
2008). As was discussed in section 1.1.2, localized surface plasmon resonance can 
be tuned through an immense frequency regime. Generally, due to the high damping 
rates in metals, the quality factors of the localized plasmon resonances are low. On 
the other hand, plasmonic structures also support anti-symmetric multi-polar modes 
which possess zero net dipole moments, such as quadrupolar modes. These modes do 
not radiate and therefore referred to as dark (or subradiant) modes. The suppression 
of radiation damping in these modes, quite dramatically enhance their quality fac-
tors and they are inherently narrower compared to the radiating (bright) plasmonic 
modes. 
The excitation of subradiant plasmonic modes through free-space is not possible 
and a spatial symmetry breaking of the electromagnetic field is necessary in order 
to be able to excite these modes(Hao et al., 2008). As will be discussed in the 
following chapters, the coupling of multiple atomic states have stringent experimental 
conditions and require utilization of multiple coherent excitation sources(Boller et al., 
1991). However for plasmonic structures, the coupling between a broad bright mode 
and a narrow dark mode happens through a passive near-field interaction and does 
not require any additional sources. Basically, both of these modes are engineered to 
have maximum spectral overlap (i.e., wbright ~ Wdark) and then theyare placed within 
small distances to each other (much smaller compared to the center wavelength). With 
a spatial symmetry breaking in the structure, a non-vanishing near-field overlap is 
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ensured and the dark mode can get excited via the bright mode. Bright mode is 
directly accessible with an externally incident field from free-space as was discussed 
in section 1.1.2. Qualitatively, the bright mode is driven by two excitation pathways: 
i directly incident light from free-space, ii dark resonance coupling back. Since the 
energy transfer is direct (i.e., t here is no far-field coupling, since the dm·k mode cannot 
radiate), the two excitation pathways can coherently interfere. Therefore it is fairly 
straightforward to engineer a nano plasmonic structure, which is comprised of a dark 
and a bright resonator to achieve an ultra-compact classical Farro resonant system. 
There are numerous examples of such plasmonic systems as Farro resonances drew 
an immense amount of attention over the recent years. The most basic example is the 
1r shaped structures(Zhang et al., 2008) where the bright plasmonic mode is a nano 
rod antenna, which supports a dipolar resonance and the dark plasmonic mode is 
formed by two closely placed nano rod antennas, which together support a quadrupo-
lar resonance. These elements are placed within the close vicinity of each other and 
orthogonal to each. The spatial asymmetry of the design ensures a near-field coupling 
in-between the resonators. As explained above, both of these modes are designed to 
be in spectral overlap. The response of the 1r shaped structure constitutes a clear 
Fano-type asymmetric profile. Some other examples of plasmonic systems which ex-
hibit Farro resonances are the asymmetrical concentric ring-disk structures(Hao et al., 
2009), plasmonic oligomers (ordered nano particle clusters)(Dregely et al., 2011a) and 
metallic gratings(Genet et al., 2003). 
Under certain conditions Farro resonances can be identified as classical analogues 
to the atomic physics phenomenon of Electromagnetically Induced Transparency 
(EIT)(Zhang et al., 2008; Boller et al., 1991) . These conditions are the high contrast 
in the quality factors of the constituting dark and bright resonances and appropriate 
excitation efficiencies. The details of EIT and the plasmonic analogue (PIT) will be 
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discussed in detail in the following chapter. 
Fano resonant plasmonic systems are very promising for certain applications. Most 
importantly, the interference between the dark and bright modes are highly dependent 
on changes in the local environment where even small perturbations can lead to strong 
changes in the obGerved spedra(vVu et al., 2011a) . In addition the indireci; excitation 
of the dark plasmonic modes enable higher quality factor resonances which will yield 
higher figure of merits. Therefore Fano resonant systems are ideal candidates for 
sensing applications. Also the interaction of Fano resonances with non-linearities can 
result in unforeseen optical responses. These applications of Fano resonances will be 
revisited in the latter chapters. 
1.4 Goal of This Thesis Research and Outline 
In this thesis research, we are mainly interested in the investigation of the funda-
mental physics and implications for certain applications of multi-element and three-
dimensional plasmonic structures. Most of the earlier research effort on plasmonics is 
focused on two-dimensional arrangements of single-element unit cell systems. These 
systems are very important and instrumental to realize and study the promise of 
plasmonics in a very straight-forward manner. However, the advancement of nano 
fabrication techniques allow us to reliably fabricate complex nanoscale structures 
that can have tens of nanometers of minimum feature sizes and can expand into the 
third dimension. With these advanced techniques we can develop more sophisticated 
designs that in potential have higher impact in real-life applications. For example, 
the discovery of Fano-type resonances in plasmonic systems requires multi-element 
unit-cell designs where each element must be carefully tuned to have the appropriate 
resonance characteristics. In addition, the exciting possibilities with the rise of the 
interest in metamaterials is only possible through an exploration of three-dimensional 
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structures with higher complexity. 
In this work, our focus will be the analysis of the coherent interaction of multi-
element systems and their applications to biosensing and vibrational spectroscopy 
experiments. Firstly, in the following chapter a more technical background related 
to the tools tha~ will be utilized in the upcoming chapters vvill be included. In t he 
third chapter, a preliminary work of a quasi-three dimensional design and its usage 
as a refractive index based biosensing platform will be discussed. Chapter 4 and 
5 are related to fundamental research regarding multi-spectral Farro resonances and 
their potential applications. In chapter 6 we will introduce a non-linearity to the 
multi-spectral Farro resonant systems and analyze the unique optical response that 
arise from the interaction of the integrated non-linearity and the Farro resonances. Fi-
nally, Chapter 7 summarizes our efforts to develop a unifying theory, which explains 
and predicts in great precision the spectral response of a wide range of _coupled res-
onq,t_Qrs, including purely plasmonic systems as well as plasmonic resonators coupled 
to molecular vibrational states. 
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Chapter 2 
Tiechnical Back·ground 
In this section, we will introduce the necessary technical background, which consti-
tutes the basis of the upcoming chapters. Mainly, the information contained in this 
chapter is devoted to the understanding and treatment of coupled multi-resonator sys-
tems. The chapter is divided into two main chapters as Plasmon Hybridization and 
Temporal Coupled Mode Theory. In the first section, we will summarize of plasmon 
hybridization, which accounts for the effect of strong coupling in-between plasmonic 
resonators in an analogy to the molecular orbital theory. Second section discusses 
the powerful framework ·of temporal coupled mode theory, which is a general and in-
valuable tool-kit for understanding any coupled resonator system through only very 
fundamental assumptions such as time reversal symmetry and energy conservation. 
2.1 Plasmon Hybridization 
Plasmon hybridization is a widely employed framework, which was introduced in 
2003(Prodan et al., 2003), that is used to understand the response of complex plas-
monic structures by decomposing the total structure to its most fundamental build-
ing blocks. In order to understand the importance of plasmon hybridization, we will 
firstly revisit the localized surface plasmon resonance and define how individual plas-
monic nano particles can be understood most clearly by drawing close resemblance 
to antenna theory. 
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2.1.1 Plasmonic Nanoparticles as Resonators 
As was discussed in section 1.1.2, nanoscale metallic particles support localized sur-
face plasmon resonances, which are directly accessible via an electromagnetic field that 
is incident from free.:.space. These plasmonic nano particles can therefore be referred 
to as plasmonic resonators. In the literature, most of the time the terms plasmonic 
resonators, nano-particles and antennas are commonly used to interchangeably refer 
to the metallic particle that supports the localized surface plasmon resonance. In 
recent years, the term optical antennas are also used for plasmonic particles, which 
is generally defined as an element which converts the far-field optical radiation to 
localized near-fields and vice versa(Bharadwaj et al.; 2009). 
The treatment of plasmonic resonators are generally different in-comparison to the 
antennas that are working in the radio frequency (RF) regime. The only difference 
is the strong dispersive refractive index characteristics of the metals in the optical 
frequencies, which are generally (and safely) assumed to be perfect conductors in 
the RF regime(Novotny, 2007) . Mainly a Drude model (or for.h,igb f:r:equencies a 
- ~~:,{;~. . . ·=· . • 
· Drude+ Lorentz model, which contains additional higher-order Lore ntzian terms) is 
utilized to model the optical constants of metals. 
In section 1.1 .2, tlie quasi-static approximation was introduced as a starting point 
for the treatment of plasmonic resonators. Under the quasi-static approximation 
(where the particle size is much smaller in comparison to the incident electromag-
netic radiation's wavelength), the plasmonic resonator can be thought of as a point 
dipole. This assumption is accurate for plasmonic structures in the visible or near-
infrared regime, where in-general the sizes of the plasmonic particles are indeed much 
smaller compared to the incident wavelength. However for lower frequency regimes 
as the structure sizes and the central wavelength gets comparable to each other , the 
neglecting of ret ardation effects start to manifest inconsist encies. There are certain 
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corrections to the quasi-static approximation, one of them is the correction regarding 
the effect of radiation damping(Novotny and van Hulst, 2011). In the quasi-static 
approximation, the calculation of the dipole moment (Equation 1.5) of the particle 
neglects any radiation reaction field, which can be corrected by the inclusion of a 
s::;lf-induced field as: 
(2 .1) 
Here the self induced field is given by, 
(2 .2) 
which is obviously dependent on the dipole moment exerted on the particle itself. 
Using Equations 2.1 and 2.2, the solution for the modified polarizability of the 
particle can be found as: 
' a a = -----,-1 - o:i k3 
61!" 
(2.3) 
where the actual a is dependent on geometrical parameters and for a spheroidal 
particle is given as 1.7(Bohren and Huffman, 1983). 
Plasmonic resonators also support higher order excitations in comparison to the 
dipolar mode acquired from the derived polarizability given in Equation 1.7. Multi-
polar excitations in plasmonic resonators are generally studied under the influence of 
the classical antenna theory developed for RF regime. In the RF regime, for a wire 
shaped antenna with the long-axis length L, incident electromagnetic field induces 
a current distribution on the interface of the metal and . the surrounding dielectric, 
which results in resonant behavior when length is an integer multiple of n>./ 2. This 
resonant behavior can also be pictured as a Fabry-Perot resonator behavior, where 
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the tip ends of the spheroids characterize the length of the resonator cavity. 
For the antennas in the optical frequencies, this condition does not exactly hold, 
since the metals can not be treated as perfect conductors. Induced current on the 
optical antennas will have a wavenumber different than that of the free-space electro-
magnetic .radiation. The induced current 's ·wave vector is tho propagation constant 
of the surface plasmons, which is denoted as ksp. Here the introduction of this wave 
vector can be embedded . as an effective refractive index to and the resonant condi-
tion can be written as L = mneff>../2, where m is an integer. Here, contrary to the 
RF regime case, n eff not only is dependent on the surrounding dielectric medium, 
but also on the optical properties of the metal. Strongly dispersive characteristics of 
metals in the optical regime bends the linearity of the simplistic length vs resonant 
wavelength equation in the RF regime and also includes ohmic losses in the metal, 
i.e., neff is a complex number(Novotny, 2007). 
To conclude this subsection, we would like to highlight that a plasmonic nano 
particle can be referred to as an optical antenna or a plasmonic resonator, which sup-
ports dipolar and multipolar resonances. These resonances are not straightforwardly 
calculated due to the breakdown of the perfect conductor assumption that is very 
useful in RF regime but not valid in optical frequencies . 
2.1.2 Plasmon Hybridization Model 
As was illustrated in the above subsection, treatment of even the elementary plas-
monic particles can be quite different than their counterparts in the classical antenna 
theory. In the literature, a lot of research effort is devoted to the development of the-
oretical or semi-analytical tools for understanding the behavior of complex plasmonic 
systems. One of the most widely employed such frameworks is called the plasmon 
hybridization model. 
Plasmon hybridization model is a very simple framework that provides invaluable 
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intuition for the analysis complex plasmonic structures, drawing a close resemblance 
to the molecular orbital theory(Prodan et al., 2003). This model can be understood as 
the description of the total response of a plasmonic structure with an arbitrary shape 
as the hybridization of the responses of that of the elementary plasmonic particles, 
wbch cons~itu~ec t he total · t:tructurc. P lasmon hybridization model ic useful and 
important since it creates a set of general rules to tune the response of a plasmonic 
structure's spectral response. 
The classical example for the plasmon hybridization model is the nano shell ge-
ometry, which is a spherical metallic structure with a dielectric core. This somewhat 
complex structure can be decomposed into two fundamental plasmonic elements: a 
spherical metallic nanoparticle and a smaller spherical void in a metal. N ano shell 
formation is basically the merging of these two fundamental elements, both of which 
supports elementary plasmonic resonances. These resonances interact with each other 
due to the finite thickness of the shell. This strong interaction causes a creation of 
two hybrid resonances, which are split in energy levels, i.e., have different resonance 
frequencies. The lower energy hybrid resonance is referred to as a bonding plasmon 
resonance and the higher energy hybrid resonances is referred to as a anti-bonding 
plasmon resonance. 
An illustration of the geometry of the nano shell structure with the elementary 
plasmonic structures of the nano sphere and the spherical void are shown within the 
hybridization diagram of Figure 2·L y-axis in this illustration corresponds to the 
energy and as can be observed, hybrid resonances have different charge distributions. 
Anti-bonding resonance depicts an antisymmetric interaction of the elementary reso-
nances whereas the bonding resonance has a symmetric distribution. 
The energy splitting rate shown in Figure 2 ·1 is highly dependent on the strength 
of the interaction in-between the elementary plasmonic structures. As the spatial 
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Anti-bonding Resonance 
0 
Cavity 
Sphere 
Bonding Resonance 
Figure 2·1: Illustration of the plasmon hybridization scheme for the 
nano shell geometry. y-axis is the energy level which increases in the 
upwards direction. Anti-bonding and bonding hybrid resonances ~ave 
antisymmetric and symmetric charge configurations, respectively. The 
splitting energy is dependent on the thickness of the shell and increases 
with the reduced shell thickness. 
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distance between these elementary designs and/ or spectral distance between their 
fundamental resonance frequencies are reduced, the interaction strength gets higher 
which results in a more prominent splitting. 
. The use cases of plasmon hybridization can be extended to account for higher 
order hybridizations such as larger number of layer in the nano shell configuration. 
In addition, different designs can also be easily treated in the plasmon hybridization 
model, such as dimer and trimers of different geometrical shaped particles(Nordlander 
et al., 2004). One limitation of the plasmon hybridization model is the fact that the 
quantitative modeling of the resonances are still not straight-forward to perform, 
hence it provides a general set of guidelines for tailoring the design parameters. In 
addition, it generally is employed when the resultant hybrid resonances are widely 
separated, which corresponds to the strong coupling regime. However a lot of very 
interesting aHd useful coherent phenomenon occurs also in the weakly coupled regime. 
In the next section, we will introduce the general tools for taking into account such 
interactions in coupled systems. 
2.2 Temporal Coupled Mode Theory 
Temporal Coupled Mode Theory (TCMT), is a very general framework that takes 
into account the coupling between multiple resonators and their interactions with 
output ports(Haus, 1984). The general phenomenon of resonance can take a variety 
of forms and the power of TCMT is its agnostic nature about the actual physical 
details of the resonator systems. As it will be discussed shortly in the upcoming 
subsections, TCMT only relies on very general physical assumptions such as the time-
reversal symmetry and energy conservation; and utilizes only the significant common 
parameters of resonators (such as the resonant frequency and the damping rates) to 
successfully account for the aforementioned interactions(Haus, 1984; Suh et al. , 2004; 
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Fan et al., 2003; Verslegers et al., 2010) . 
2.2.1 Positive Frequency Amplitude 
In general, the resonant behavior of a physical system (such as an electric circuit, or an 
optical Fabry-Perot resonator, etc.), is defined with a single second-order differential 
equation which couples the physical observables of the system. Instead, we can utilize 
a set of first-order differential equations to describe the same system, which are: 
(2.4) 
Here t denotes time and w0 is the resonant frequency, where a± are the negative 
and positive frequency amplitudes which are dependent on the physical observables of 
the system (such as the inductance and capacitance in the electric circuit or electric 
and magnetic fields for an optical resonator, etc). Here the solution of a± has e±iwot 
time dependence and a+ is normalized so that: 
(2.5) 
where W is the energy stored in the mode. a+ itself can be used to fully account 
for the resonator, therefore the total system can be analyzed using a single first-
order differential equation. The general set of equations given in 2.4 is for a lossless 
resonator. Integration of the losses is straightforward (we will use a for a+): 
da 
- = (jwo - ')')a dt (2.6) 
Here 1 is the total damping rate of the resonator. As it was discussed before, 
TCMT is agnostic about the physical details of the system, therefore the nature of 
the loss channel is irrelevant here, it could take the form of any intrinsic decay channel. 
Equation 2.6 is a general damped harmonic oscillator model, which is not coupled 
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to any external source. 
2~2.2 Coupling to an External Port 
In order to take into account for the coupling of the resonator to any external port, 
Equation 2:6 should be modified. When the coupling to Em external port , the c1 ecay 
rate 'Y of the resonator should be modified in order to preserve the self-consistency 
of the system and a driving term should be included to the equation. These two 
additional terms will intuitively be dependent on each other, however for the sake of 
generality, we can write the revised equation as: 
da ( . ) dt = JWo- "(o- "fe a+ ~s+ (2.7) 
Here, the additional terms 'Ye and ~ define the external decay rate of the resonator 
and the coupling parameter to the external port, respectively. is+ 12 is normalized so 
that it is equal to the power carried to the resonator by the incident excitation source 
through the external port. s_ will be the power carried from the resonator (outgoing 
channel) in the same port. A simplistic illustration of the system with an external 
port and the decay rates are shown in Figure 2·2. Solution of Equation 2.7 can be 
easily derived by using a harmonic incident source of unity power and frequency of w 
(i.e., s+ ex: ejwt), which results in: 
~s+ 
a = ~----~--------j(w- wo) + "(o + 'Ye (2.8) 
As it is seen in Equation 2.8, the spectral distribution of energy in the resonator 
is expressed in a Lorentzian form. Here, the intrinsic decay term is solely based on 
the details of the physical representation of the resonator itself and independent of 
any other parameter. However, as was stated above, the external decay rate 'Ye term 
and the coupling coefficient ~ is dependent on each other. 
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. Resonator External Port 
s > 
Yo 
Figure 2·2: Illustration of the single resonator coupled to a single ex-
ternal port geometry. s_ , s+ defines the outgoing and incoming waves 
in the external port, le and K, are the external decay rate of the res-
onator and its coupling rate to the external port, respectively. The 
energy stored in the system is given by lal 2 and the intrinsic decay rate 
IS /O· 
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The interdependence of /e and K (which obviously changes with the number of 
available external decay sources), can be derived from the fundamental condition of 
time-reversal symmetry. In the most simplistic sense, time-reversal symmetry requires 
a sign change in timet, which is equivalent of reversing the time flow in the system 
and the found mathematical solutions should still be valid. For simplicity we can 
neglect the intrinsic decay rate /o for this calculation. In the absence of an intrinsic 
decay channel, the only possible way for the energy stored in the system to change 
is to decay to the external port, which can be described as dlal 21dt = -2!elal 2 . 
This power flow is directly channeled to the external port via the outgoing channel 
ls-12 = 2!elal2 . This first step assumed a .stored energy in the resonator which then 
decayed into the external port. Time-reversed scenario is an idle (i.e., not excited) 
resonator and an incident electromagnetic field from s+. In this case, there should be 
a build-up of energy in the resonator with a time dependence of e2'Yet, which requires 
dlal2 I dt = 2!elal 2 . The frequency of the incident field is w = wo - Jle (in order 
to satisfy an exponentially growing ,wave), which in conjunction with Equation 2.8 
requires a= Ks+l2!e· Since s+ is the time-reversed version of s_, ls+l2 = 2!elal 2 , 
which sets the dependence of the coupling parameters as: 
(2.9) 
Introducing this interdependency to Equation 2.8 lets us define the response of 
a generic resonator coupled to a single port, rigorously with only three variables: 
resonant frequency w0 and intrinsic I external decay rates /o and /e· 
2.2.3 Condition For Critical Coupling 
With this general result, we can investigate the reflection from a generic resonator 
coupled to a single external port with given decay rates. This is the simplest out cou-
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pled resonator configuration and there is no transmission channel. In fact, an immense 
amount of research conducted on plasmonics investigates a certain class of systems 
that precisely falls into this simple case, which are termed as perfect absorbers (PA). 
We already have derived the energy build-up in a resonator when derived with a 
harmonic incident field via external port s+ . Keep in mind that we can decomposo 
any incident source to a superposition of plane waves so this solution is very general. 
In order to find the spectrally dependent reflection coefficient of the resonator, we 
need to express s_. The general representation is: 
(2.10) 
In the light of the previous section, it is easy to derive that Ca = y"Fi;_. c8 , on the 
other hand, can be derived through energy conservation considerations and is trivially 
equal to -1, therefore the outgoing wave is: 
(2.11) 
Now we can evaluate the outgoing field for a given incoming wave and resonator 
properties (decay rates and the resonant frequency). The reflection coefficient for this 
system is straightforwardly defined as: 
(2.12) 
and using Equation 2.8, we can get rid of the s+ dependency and write the 
reflection . coefficient as: 
r = -1+ 2(e 
j(w- wo) + {o + {e (2.13) 
Therefore the reflection coefficient for a given resonator can be easily calculated 
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Figure 2·3: Reflection from and absorption in a resonator that is 
coupled to a single port, with an intrinsic decay rate of lo and external 
decay rate of le· x-axis in both panels are the ratio of these two decay 
rates in a logarithmic scale. Frequency of the incident wave is the same 
as the resonance frequency of the resonator. 
with the knowledge of its external and internal decay rates and the resonant frequency. 
After straightforward algebraic manipulations we can write r as: 
be -!o)- j(w- wo) 
r = ~--~7-~~----~ (If;+ !o) + j(w- wo) (2.14) 
On resonance, r is simply the ratio of the difference and the summation of its 
internal and external decay rates. This relatively easily achieved result has immense 
importance; when these decay rates are equal to each other, on resonance no power is 
reflected. In other words, the energy is complete transferred to the resonator and total 
absorption occurs. The class of aforementioned perfect absorbers are solely based on 
this center result. 
This picture is physically intuitive since if the rate at which the energy is trans-
ferred to the resonator is equal to the rate at which it gets dissipated internally, total 
absorption occurs. This condition isgenerally referred to as critical coupling condi-
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tion. As shown in Figure 2·3, changing this balanced condition of /e = /o, always 
reduces the total absorption in the system. In other words for both under-coupled 
(io > /e) and over-coupled he > /o) cases a certain amount of power is reflected 
from the resonator into s_ and the amount of reflected power can easily be calculated 
via Equation 2.14. 
2.2.4 Two External Ports- Transmission 
The critical coupling condition derived above is valid for a single resonator coupled 
to a single port system and will t~ke different forms for other · configurations with 
different maximum total absorption limits. Extension of the TCMT to a two-port 
system is straightforward. Ports are numbered as 1, 2 and the incoming and outgoing 
waves will be denotes as s12±· Following coupled mode equation is then used to 
' 
denote the positive frequency amplitude of the resonator: 
(2.15) 
As was discussed in the previous section, the relations /'\;1,2 __:__ ~ still holds 
and we can denote the total external decay rate of the resonator as the summation 
of the decay rates into each port as /e = /e1 + /e2· 
Equation for the reflection (s1_) and transmission (s2_) ports are then written in 
matrix form as: 
(2.16) 
Here C is the direct transmission matrix and without the loss of generality can be 
written as: 
(2.17) 
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where the condition r 2 +t2 = 1 has to be satisfied. Using Equations 2.16 and 2.17 
with Equation 2.15, reflection and transmission coefficients for the resonator coupled 
to a two port system can be written. For the simplified case identical coupling rates 
for both ports bel = ')'e2 ), the total absorption in the system can be written as: 
A = 1 - R - T = le 
(w- wo) 2 + (/o + le).2 (2.18) 
An interesting remark is, when critically coupled, total absorption in the two 
port system is upper bounded by 0.5. Treatment of the two-port system is both 
pedagogically and also practically very important . An enormous percentage of the 
research on plasmonic structures have designs that can be defined with a two port 
system. Specifically, any cavity or particle based arrayed design, where the lattice 
constant is less than the working wavelength, falls into this category. Since there can 
only be the oth order diffraction order, a transmission and a reflection channel very 
adequately describes these systems. 
2.2.5 · Coupling of Two Resonators 
In the preceding subsections, we have defined the basics of the TCMT where we were 
interested iri a single resonator interacting with external radiation sources. However 
the main goal of this thesis work is the analysis of multi-element structures, where 
multiple coupled resonators interact with each other. Therefore, in this section, we 
will briefly analyze the basics of two coupled resonators in the framework of TCMT. 
Firstly we can start with two uncoupled and lossless resonators which can be 
defined with the following set of differential equations: 
da12 . 
--' -Jw a dt - 1,2 1,2 (2.19) 
Resonators are numbered as 1, 2 and they are resonant at frequencies w1,2 . We 
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can weakly couple these two resonators by introducing the following coupling terms: 
dai . 
dt = JWiai + ,.,;I2a2 (2.20) 
da2 . 
dt = ]W2a2 + ,.,;2Iai (2.21) 
Weak coupling suggests that WI,2 >> ,.,;I,2. If we impose the energy conservation 
consideration on Equations 2.20 and 2.21 by ensuring that d(laii2 + la212)/dt = 0 
(since the resonators are lossless), we get a condition of ,.,;I2 = -,.,;~I · 
These coupling methodology can be readily applied to the previous sections and 
will be extensively used in the main body of this thesis work. One important side 
note related to the coupling of two resonators is regarding the evaluation of the 
eigensolutions for the frequency (natural frequencies). If we solve for w in Equations 
2.20 and 2.21 by assuming a harmonic dependence of eiwt, we get the following 
non-trivial solutions: 
W = WI ;W2 ± (WI ; ·W2 2) + 1,.,; 12 (2 .22) 
Here, ,.,; is equal to the magnitude of ,.,;I2 or ,.,;2I· As we can see in Equation 2.22, 
the natural frequencies of the coupled system are split in energy as was the case in 
plasmon hybridization. 
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Chapter 3 
Fa-bryPerot nanocav"ities in multilayered 
plasmonic crystals for enhanced biosensing 
3.1 Quasi-3D Plasmonic Structures 
In this chapter, we demonstrate extraordinary light transmission effect in multilay-
ered plasmonic crystals formed by coupling of two physically separated metal nanohole 
and nanodisk array layers (Figure 3·1)(Artar et al., 2009). We demonstrate that this 
multilayered plasmonic structures support FabryPerot (FP) resonances in addition to 
. the_grating based SPP modes of conventional nanohole arrays with optical transmis-
sion efficiencies greater than predicted by Bethes theory(Bethe, 1944; Ebbesen et al., 
1998) . We introduce a cavity model to explain the experimentally measured trans-
mission spectra of the FP modes. The transmission strength of the FP resonances 
is observed to be strongly affected by their spectral overlap with the SPP modes. 
Electromagnetic fields of these FP resonances are confined in the dielectric region 
instead of the metallic surfaces enabling superior field-medium overlap. As a result, 
we show that they are highly sensitive to the refractive index (RI) changes within 
the media. The large field-medium overlap makes these structures an ideal candidate 
for biosensing applications. Furthermore, simplicity of the fabrication scheme used 
here conveniently eliminates the use of more specialized focused ion beam tool and 
enables nanohole array fabrication in a single step with more widely available e-beam 
lithography (EBL). 
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Figure 3·1: (a) Schematics of the multilayered plasmonic crystals; blue 
arrows show incident light. configuration. (b) SEM image of a periodic 
array (diameter= 250 nm and period= 400 nm) . 
The schematic and the scanning electron microscope image of a fabricated mul-
tilayered plasmonic crystal are shown in Figure 3 ·1. The structure consists of . two 
physically separated plasmonic layers: the top one is a 2D nanohole array and the 
bottom one is a 2D array of gold nanodisks embedded in polym~thyl methacrylate 
(PMMA) (n = 1.46). These layers are fabricated on indium tin oxide glass substrate 
with a single EBL step and a highly directional e-beam metal deposition. Here, the 
100 nm thick gold layer is deposited on a thin adhesion layer of 5 nm Ti. In the fol-
lowing measurements, the thickness of the dielectric layer (PMMA) is 350 nm unless 
otherwise is stated. 
3.2 Extraordinary Optical Transmission 
Zero-order transmission spectra obtained at normal incidence exhibit strong wave-
length dependence as a result of complex interplay of diffraction, interference, and 
plasmonic resonances(Ebbesen et al., 1998; Genet and Ebbesen, 2007). Figure 3·2 (b) 
s hows the transmission spectra of the arrays with 300 nm hole diameter for varying 
periodicities from 400 to 550 nm with increments of 50 nm. Absolute transmissions 
' · 
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are calculated by normalizing the transmitted light intensity with the incident light. 
Signal strengths of the observed peaks are higher than the predicted values by Bethes 
theory(Bethe, 1944), confirming the extraordinary nature of the transmission phe-
nomena(Ebbesen et al., 1998). We observed that the position of certain transmission 
resonances depend on the lattice constant as in conventional nanohole arrays with 
the following formula: 
), _ P EdEm 
max - J i 2 + j2 Ed + Em (3.1) 
where Ed and Em are the permittivities of the medium and metal, p is the peri-
odicity, and ( i, j) _is the grating order. At this wavelength, the Bragg condition is 
satisfied with the set of reciprocal lattice vectors G = iGx + jGy labeled by the 
integers (i,j). As shown in Fig. 2b, experimentally measured (1, 0) resonance for the 
gold/air interface and the (1, 0), (1, 1) resonances for the gold/PMMA interface are 
obtained, in good agreement with the analytical predictions given in Equation 3.1. 
To further clarify the observed resonances, we obtained the near field mode profiles 
by 3D finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) . Here, a linearly polarized pulsed plane 
wave excitation (with amplitude of 1 V /m) illuminates the device from the air side at 
normal incidence. Spectral responses are obtained in the far-field for the transmitted 
light. Resonance frequencies determined from the spectral response are used to map 
the field profiles using frequency monitors. For x-polarized incident light from the 
air side where z is the propagation direction, the dominant magnetic field profiles 
in y-direction are shown in Figure 3·2(a) at transmission resonances for (1, O)Au/Ain 
( 1, 1) Au/ p M M A, and ( 1, 0) Au/ p M M A, respectively. A symmetric standing wave pattern 
is evident in all spatial profiles as a result of two counter propagating SPPs created 
at the related transmission maxima. For the resonance orders with (1, 0) for both 
Au/ Air and Au/PMMA interfaces, interference of counter propagating standing wave 
(a) 
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Figure 3·2: (a) Hy field patterns of (1, O)Aufain (1 , 1)Au/ PMMA, and 
(1, O)Au/PMMA are shown, respectively, from top to down. (b) The ab-
solute transmission spectra of the structures for crystals with diameter 
(d = 300 nm) and varying periodicities (p) from 550 to 400 nm with 
50 nm steps, respectively, from top to down. 
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Figure 3·3: Cross sectional Ex field patterns are shown for (a) 
(1, O)Aufain (b) (1, 1)Au/PMMA, (c) (1, O)Au/PMMA, and (d) FP peaks. 
Cross sections are obtained at resonance peaks Ua = 575 THz, fb = 505 
THz, fc = 434 THz, and fd = 320 THz, respectively) using a Fourier 
transform. Simulation is done with a structure of 300 nm diameter and 
400 nm periodicity. 
pattern creates a cosine pattern. On the other hand, for (1, 1)Au/PMMA resonance the 
spatial pattern reflects a diagonal standing wave pattern with respect to basic lattice 
vectors of the rectangular lattice (Figure 3·2(a)) . In addition, hot spots due to the 
localized surface plasmon (LSP) excitation at the rims of the apertures are discernible 
with strong resemblance to magnetic dipole excitations (reflecting the hybrid nature 
of the transmission resonances). Cross sectional field profiles obtained by 3D FDTD 
simulations for different resonances are shown in Figure 3·3. Plasmonic excitations 
for (1, O)Au/air mode is clearly confined at the air interface, and the strongest field 
densities are found around the nanohole rims as shown in Figure _ 3·3(a). For the 
(1, O)AufPMMA and (1, 1)Au/PMMA resonances, the electric fields are confined at the 
Au/PMMA interface. Since light can only access the Au/PMMA grating modes 
through the LSPs excited at the air interface, the field lines are observable in the 
nanohole openings. 
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3.3 Fabry-Perot Modes in the Quasi-3D Plasmonic Struc-
tures 
In transmission spectra shown in Figure 3·2(b) (as well as in FDTD simulations), 
we observed a fourth transmission peak, which cannot be associated with any of the 
SPP based grating orders. According to our FDTD results (Figure 3·3(d)), the upper 
surface of the gold nanodisks in the bottom interface and the bottom surfaces of the 
nanoholes on the top interface create a resonant cavity with strong field confinement. 
As a result , we called this resmiance as FP mode. The field profile of the FP mode has 
been found to be coupled in the lateral direction and well confined in the z-direction 
with strong concentration in the dielectric region. 
In contrast to SPPs, experimental measurements show that the spectral location 
of the FP nanocavity resonances is both controlled by the physical separation between 
the nanostructured layers and by the dimension and the periodicity of the holes . We 
can explain this behavior using a simple cavity model. . The governing formula for the 
fundamental FP peak wavelength is AFP = 2dneff, where dis the distance between 
the two confining layers and n eff is the effective refractive index. As shown in Figure 
3·3(d) , the field is confined nearly equally in the air and the PMMA layer, therefore 
enabling us to crudely model the effective RI as a weighted average of the Rls of the 
-
dielectrics in proportion with their volumes. Transmission spectra shown in Figure 
3·4 supportthe model. 
As shown in Figure 3·4(a), for an increase in PMMA thickness from 300 nm (blue 
curve) to 350 nm (red curve) at a fixed periodicity and hole/disk size, SPP plasmonic 
resonances are negligibly affected, while the FP excitation peak redshifts significantly 
(about 150 nm). This observation shows that FP resonance is strongly influenced 
by the spacing between the plasmonic nanostructured layers . Similarly, increasing 
hole/ disk diamet er at a fixed periodicity and layer separation does not affect t he 
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Figure 3·4: Comparison of spectrum (a) with changing dielectric layer 
thickness, (b) with changing diameter, and (c) with changing periodic-
ity. (d) Shifts in spectral position with changing RI for FP peak (red) 
and (1, O)Au/PMMA peak (blue) . . 
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grating orders but blueshifts the FP peak (Figure 3·4(b)) as a result of decreasing 
effective RI. On the other hand, increasing periodicity results in a redshifting of both 
the FP and the grating based SPP modes (Figure 3·4(c)). The redshifting of the FP 
can be accounted for an increase in neff, while the redshifting of the SPP modes can 
be explained by Equation 3.1. 
Due to . the subwavelength dimensions of the nanoholes, normally incident col-
limated light cannot directly access into the FP cavity. The scattering from the 
periodic nanohole arrays and the associated SPPs on the metal/ dielectric interface 
offer a path for coupling. As shown in Figure 3·4(a) , we experimentally observe that 
the transmission efficiency of FP mode increases when it spectrally gets closer to the 
(1, O)Auf PMMA order as a result of decreasing layer separatio~. A similar trend is also 
observed in measurementsshown in Figure 3·4(b). A decrease in radius spectrally 
moves FP peak away from the (1, O)AufPMMA order and results in a sharp drop in its 
transmission efficiency. On the other hand, increasing periodicity has minimal effect 
on the strength of the FP mediated transmissions since the spectral locations of the 
SPP and the FP redshift together. 
What makes this fundamental FP mode more interesting is its potential for possi-
ble applications in bio/chemical sensing. As discussed above, the cross sectional field 
pattern of this peak is markedly different from those of the SPP resonances and shows 
stronger field concentration in the dielectric medium, as opposed to the metallic sur-
faces . Accordingly, a larger portion of the resonant excitation is exposed to the RI 
changes in the medium. Figure 3·4(d) shows the spectral shift in the FP (red line) 
and SPP (blue line) resonances as a function of bulk RI of the medium. According 
to our FDTD simulations, FP resonance is nearly three times more sensitive to the 
RI changes than the SPP resonances, 305 nm/RIU versus 110 nm/RIU (where RIU 
stands for refractive index unit). 
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In conclusion, we have shown extraordinary transmission effect through FP reso-
nances in multilayered plasmonic crystals consisting of two coupled plasmonic nanos-
tructured layers. To confirm the presence of the FP resonances, we have presented 
FDTD analysis. We introduced an analytical cavity model based on the effective 
RI approximation to explain the responses of FP modes in the spectral measure-
ments. We showed that this multilayered structure also supports grating based SPP 
modes as in the conventional nanohole arrays. The spectral overlap of the SPP and 
FP modes has been observed to be strongly affecting the transmission strength of 
the FP resonances. Larger sensitivities to the RI changes in the medium for the 
nanocavity resonances are shown, an effect we attribute to strong field confinement 
in the dielectric media. The large field-material overlap combined with simplicity 
of the fabrication scheme used here makes these structures an ideal candidate for 
biosensing, as well as other applications in plasmonics. 
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Chapter 4 
Multi-Spectral Plasmon Induced 
Transparency in Coupled Meta-Atoms 
In this chapter, we propose and demonstrate a novel approach based on coupled 
meta-atoms (Reproduced with permission from (Artar et al., 2011b) Copyright 2011 
American Chemical Society.) to construct a homogeneous and scalable medium sup-
porting multispectral EIT -like . effect . (plasmon induced transparency) (Zhang et al., 
2008; Shvets and Wurtele, 2002; Luk'yanchuk et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2009a). The 
proposed structure consists of a two slot antenna based complementary metamaterial 
layers with a small gap (dielectric layer thickness) enabling strong near-field inter-
action in between. Each planar metamaterial layer has bright (radiant) and dark 
(subradiant) plasmonic modes coupled through the structural asymmetry (s =/= 0) in 
an analogy to transition-allowed and -forbidden atomic orbitals coupled through a 
common excited state. As shown in Figure 4·1(b) (blue curve), isolated meta-atoms 
on a single-:-layer metamaterial exhibit an EIT-like reflection with spectral features 
that are controlled by the artificial atomic orbitals (plasmonic modes)(Zia et al., 
2006; Hao et al., 2008; Verellen et al., 2009; Mirin et al., 2009; Fan et al., 2010) . 
Once stacked in a rimltilayered structure (Figure 4·1(b), black curve), presence of 
strong near-field coupling between the meta-atoms causes splitting of the EIT reso-
nances and leads to multispectral EIT-like behavior(Valentine et al. , 2008; Cubukcu 
et al., 2006; Hao et al., 2009; Hentschel et al., 2010; Evlyukhin et al., 2010; Mukher-
jee et al. , 2010; Kekatpure et al., 2010) . The underlying physical principles for this 
(a) 
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Figure 4~1: (a) Geometry of the multilayered metamaterial. Structure 
consists of two Au layers (30 nm thickness) that are separated by a 
dielectric (SiNr:) layer (70 nm thickness). Each layer has a dipole and 
a quadrupole slot antenna (all slot antennas have 700 nm length, 100 
nm width). The small in-plane separation between the dipolar and 
quadrupolar antennas is 50 nm on both sides and periods are 1200 
nm on both x and y directions. Parameter s is defined as the offset 
of the dipolar antenna from the geometrical center of the structure. 
Blue arrows show the configuration of the incident light. (b) Simulated 
reflection spectra for asymmetric ( s =/:. 0) single- and double-layered 
structures are shown (with an offset for clarity). Multispectral EIT-like 
response (in-phase and out-of-phase) is observable with double-layered 
metamaterial. 
phenomenon are related to plasmonic hybridization effects(Prodan et al., 2003) and 
dark-bright mode couplings of the in-phase and out-phase hybridized states To ex-
plain these novel spectral features, we introduce a perturbative model incorporating 
hybridization and mode coupling. Furthermore, we experimentally demonstrate the 
proposed scheme by developing a lift-off free fabrication scheme that can simultane-
ously register multiple metamateriallayers in the third dimension(Yanik et al. , 2010; 
Aksu et al. , 2010; Artar et al. , 2009). 
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4.1 Hamiltonian Model for Multilayered Meta-Atoms 
In the following, we start by describing the perturbative model that provides in-
sight into the physical processes involved in these structures. For the double layered 
metamaterial, a total Hamiltonian can be defined as: 
T A A / A A 
H = Ho + Ho + K +I: ( 4.1) 
A A I 
Here, H0 and H0 are the 2x2 unperturbed Hamiltonians of the isolated meta-
material layers defined in a basis set consisting of decoupled bright (dipolar) and 
dark (quadrupole) modes in the absence of a structural asymmetry (s = 0). The 
weak interactions between the bright and the dark modes are incorporated with the 
perturbative Hamiltonian k, when a structural asymmetry is introduced (s =/:- 0). 
Interactions between the two metamaterial layers are included through the strong 
near-field coupling Hamiltonian f:. Accordingly, the total Hamiltonian for the cou-
pled meta-atoms is given as: 
ll) 12) 
HT = (11 ( Ho + K I: ) 
(21 0 Hh + K' 
( 4.2) 
Here, ll) and 12) represents the top and bottom metamateriallayers, respectively. 
Equation 4.2 can be opened further as: 
I Do) IQo) ID~) IQ~) 
(Dol EDo K, Tinter ,D x' 
HT = (Qol K,* EQo X Tinter ,Q ( 4.3) 
(D~I Tinter ,D x* ED' 
""' 0 
(Q~I (x') * Tinter ,Q ( ""') * E' Q~ 
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The eigenvalues of the bright (I Do)) and the dark (IQo)) modes of the isolated 
metamaterials are defined as EDo and EQo· For clarity, eigenstates and eigenvalues 
of the second layer are denoted with primes, even for structurally symmetric layers. 
11, and 11,1 are due to the weak intralayer coupling among the dark and bright modes 
in each layer. Tinter,D and 7inter,Q are the strong interlayer coupling terms for the 
bright and dark modes, respectively. x and x' are the cross couplings among the 
bright and dark modes of different layers (interlayer). An important consideration in 
our analysis is that x and x', the cross couplings among the bright and dark modes, 
are weak and can be neglected. Validity of this assumption will be justified in the 
following by benchmarking our analytical relations with numerical simulations and 
experimental measurements. For a metamaterial system where the individual layers 
have identical structural characteristics, the Hamiltonian terms for both layers are 
identical (11, = K,1, Tinter,D/Q = Tinter,D'/Q', EDo/Qo = EDb/Qb)· 
After a simple rearrangement of the matrix elements and a unitary transformation, 
the total Hamiltonian can be rewritten as in 
(4.4) 
ID+) I D - ) IQ+) IQ-) 
(D+I EDo + fj.D +ED 0 K, O' 
(D-1 0 EDo + fj.D - ED 0 K, 
(Q+I K,* 0 EQo + fj.Q + EQ 0 
(Q- 1 0 K,* 0 EQ0 + fj.Q - EQ 
( 4.5) 
in an orthogonal basis set consisting of 
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(4.6) 
(4.7) 
diagonalizing the Hamiltonian H'f=o = H0 +Ho1 +f: (when the system is symmetric 
s = 0) in the strong coupling regime (1En0 - Ebol << 2Tinter,D and IEQ0 - Ebol << 
2Tinter,Q). These hybrid eigenstate pairs are in-phase ( +) and out-of phase (-) su-
perpositions of the isolated layer eigenmodes of the structurally symmetric multi-
layer system (s = 0). The associated energies of the dipolar hybrid modes are, 
En= En0 +lln±En, where the offset term is tln = (Dol Tinter,D IDa) and the splitting . 
term is En = (Dol Tinter,D ID~) (a similar set can be obtained for quadrupole modes) . 
Since off diago~al terms in the transformed Hamiltonian If{yb are much weaker than 
the diagonal terms, the off-diagonal matrix elements r;, and r;,' are treated as the 
elements of the perturbative Hamiltonian introduced by the structural asymmetry 
(s i= 0) . Using the transformed Hamiltonian H'[yb' a set of coupled Lorentzian oscil-
lator relations can be derived in an analogy to atorriistic EIT resohances(Boller et ar, 
1991; Harris et al., 1990; Liu et al., 2001; Yanik and Fan, 2004; Papasimakis et al., 
2008). 
4.2 Multispectral EIT-like Response 
Initially, the hybridization of eigenstate pairs in the form of in-phase ( +) and out-of 
phase (-) superpositions of the isolated layer eigenmodes is shown in Figure 4·2 
for the structurally symmetric multilayer system (s = 0 and r;, = 0) using finite dif-
ference time-domain (FDTD) analysis. For a single-layered metamaterial, only the 
resonance dip corresponding to the excitation of the dipolar bright mode is observable 
in the reflection spectrum (Figure 4·2(b), dashed blue curve). For the double layered 
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Figure 4-2: (a) Hybridization scheme for the dipolar mode. (b) Tun-
ing of the spectra with the dielectric layer thickness is shown for the 
symmetric structure (s = 0). As the dielectric layer thickness reduces, 
splitting of energy between the hybrid modes increases. Single layer 
spectrumis shown with the blue dashed curve. Splitting energies (2En) 
are 202, 260, 297 meV and energy offsets (.~n) are 60, 68, 78 meV for 
gap sizes (dielectric layer thicknesses) of 90, 70, 50 nm, respectively. (c) 
Charge distribution at the air/metal interface (top view), demonstrat-
ing the dipolar mode excitation. This charge distribution is acquired 
from in-phase state ID+) of the multilayered structure; however the 
out-of-phase state ID- ) and also the single-layered dipolar state IDo) 
have the exact same charge distribution (not shown). (d) Charge distri-
butions of the hybrid dipolar modes acquired from a multilayered struc-
ture with a dielectric layer thickness of 50 nm (cross-sectional view) are 
shown at a position marked with the red dashed line in (c) . 
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metamaterial, two resonance dips appear corresponding to in-phase and out-of-phase 
hybridized modes due to the degeneracy breaking as given in 4.6 (solid curves in 
Figure 4·2(b)). The mode energies and the splitting in between are controlled by 
the strength of the interlayer coupling of the metamaterial layers. As predicted by 
our Hamiltonian treatment, smaller gaps (dielectric _layer thicknesses) lead to larger 
energy splittings as this couP.ling becomes stronger (Figure 4·2(b)). The in-phase 
and out-of-phase character of these hybridized states are also confirmed with FDTD 
simulations showing cross-sectional charge distributions of the dipolar modes (Fig-
ure 4·2(d)). The in-phase hybrid mode is radiant as a result of its overall dipolar 
· character. The radiant out-of-phase mode is harder to excite with respect to the 
in-phase mode, due to the partial cancellation of the dipolar moments of the subse-
quent layers. Nevertheless, resonance dip corresponding to the out-of-phase mode is 
still observable due to the retardation effects (Figure 4·2(b), solid curves). In Figure 
4·2(b), resonances due to hybridized quadrupolar modes are not observable, since any 
linear combination of the subradiant quadrupolar modes of the isolated structures is 
also subradiant. Structural symmetry must be broken for the excitation of these 
quadrupolar hybridized modes. 
Breaking the symmetry of the multilayered structure (s #- 0) leads to near-field 
coupling between the dark and bright modes (""' #- 0) and results in the excitation of 
the dark modes with the perpendicularly incident light. Indirect excitation of these 
hybrid quadrupolar dark modes leads to multispectral EIT-like behavior (Figure 4·3 
black curve). Charge distribution ofthe out-of-phase (OP) EIT resonance at the top 
surface (Figure 4·3(a) inset), indicates strong coupling of the external driving field to 
this mode. A similar charge distribution is also observed for the in-phase (I P) EIT · 
resonance (not shown). Cross sectional charge distributions of the quadrupolar modes 
(Figure 4·3(b)) confirm the in-phase and out-of-phase mode characters. Full spectral 
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Figure 4·3: (a) Asymmetric (s = 150 nm) and symmetric (s = 0 
nm) double-layer EIT-like spectra. Two dips seen in the symmetric 
structures spectrum corresponds to hybrid dipolar modes as in Figure 
4·2(b). Asymmetric structure shows two EIT-like peaks at different 
spectral positions. A model fit based on Lorentzian harmonic oscil-
lators is shown for the double-layered structure (red ·dashed curve). 
Calculated group indices for the in-phase and out-of-phase modes are 
nt = 16, n; = 9.3. Inset .shows the top view charge distribution at the 
air/metal interface for the out-of-phase EIT peak. Stronger excitation 
of the quadrupolar mode is shown. (b) Cross-sectional charge distribu-
tions of the quadrupolar antennas are shown at a position marked with 
the red dashed line in the inset . 
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response of the multilayered structure can be understood following our perturbative . 
Hamiltonian approach. Here, a coupled Lorentzian oscillator model is derived from 
the · transformed Hamiltonian H'{yb in a similar way to the EIT concepts in atomic 
physics. In our analysis, the following three observations are employed: 
(i) Breaking of the structural symmetry (s-# 0) results in weak near-field coupling 
of the hybridized dark and bright modes, an effect which can be incorporated to the 
unperturbative Hamiltonian (s = 0) with the perturbative terms r;, and r;,'. 
(ii) There is no direct coupling between the in-phase and out-of-phase hybrid 
modes, due to the large energy difference in between (D± and Q±). 
(iii) Damping rates of the quadrupole ( /Q±) and dipole ( /D±) hybrid modes are 
small enough that the condition /Q± < < /D± < < W± is satisfied. Here W± are the 
resonant frequencies of the in-phase and out-of-phase hybrid pairs (w± = ED±/'n ~ 
EQ±/n). 
We can express all hybrid states in the form of !¢) = (/Jeiwt (where ¢ is Q± and 
n±) and denote the external driving field as Eoeiwt. Then, in agreement with the 
total Hamiltonian of the system, the following set of linear equations is obtained for 
the coupled Lorentzian oscillators: 
r;,+ 
w - w+ ~ o+ + h~ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
w -w_ +hi] 
K, 
iJ+ 
(?+ 
n-
(?-
( 4.8) 
Here r;,± values are the coupling parameters of the perturbative term for the in-
phase and out-of-phase hybrid pairs, which are determined by the structural offset 
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Figure 4·4: Coupled three-level system model for multispectral plas-
mon induced transparency. Coupled meta-atoms have four states which 
form a five-level system with the continuum. 
s. b± values are the small detuning of the frequencies of in-phase and out-of-phase 
hybrid mode pairs (b± = (E~- E$)/n). g± values are the geometrical parameters 
that define the coupling efficiency of the dipolar hybrid modes (D±) to the external 
field. Equation 4.8 represents two coupled Lorentzian oscillator pairs corresponding 
to in-phase and out-of-phase hybridized modes of the whole structure. The external 
field (Eo) drives the bright modes in each meta-atom, which are subsequently coupled 
to the dark modes (through~±). With these equations the amplitudes of the dipolar 
hybrid states (D±) can be derived as: 
± A ± ± fJ± = -g E 0(w- W±;- b + i[q) 
(w- W± + i[~)(w-W±- £)±+if$) - (~±) 2 ( 4.9) 
The complex amplitudes of the corresponding modes (given in Equation 4.9) are 
directly proportional to the polarizability of the modes, which governs the spectral 
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characteristics of the plasmonic structure. The overall spectral response is given by 
the superposition of these amplitudes. The close agreement between this analytical 
derivation and the FDTD analysis confirms the validity of our perturbative model as 
shown in Figure 4·3(a) (dashed curve). 
Equation 4.9 is in close analogy to atomic physics, where the investigated atomic 
absorption cross section are given with a similar formula. This analogy allows us 
to illustrate multispectral EIT phenomena in our composite structure with five-level 
state diagram as shown in Figure 4·4. It is important to note that these eigenstates 
are strongly correlated, since they are a linear combination of the same basis sets 
(D0 ,Q0 ) as shown in the hybridization diagram in Figure 4·2(a). 
4.3 Experimental Verification of Multispectral EIT 
Experimental verification of this novel phenomenon is demonstrated using a lift-off 
free fabrication method that results in simultaneous patterning of multilayered slot 
antennas. In our fabrication scheme, we start with a free-standing membrane, which is 
patterned with nanoapertures using e-beam lithography and dry-etching. Subsequent 
metal deposition on both sides with a highly directional e-beam evaporation results 
in multiple stacks that are automatically registered with respect to each other in the 
xy-plane. Similarly, this fabrication scheme can be extended to fabricate devices with 
an even larger number of layers. Cross-sectional scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
image of the final structure shows negligible metal covering at the inner side walls 
(inset to Figure 4·5(d)). Spectral data collection is done with a Bruker IFS 66/s 
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer with a Hyperion 1000 IR microscope 
in reflection mode. In measurements obtained from the single-layered structure, a 
clear EIT-like spectral response is observed at a single frequency (100 THz, Figure 
4·5(c)). On the other hand, experimental measurements obtained from the double-
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layered structure reveal two EIT peaks as predicted by the analytical relations (Figure 
4·5( d)). The length of the dipolar slot antenna is 700 nm, and its width is 125 nm. 
The quadrupolar antenna lengths are 900 nm with a same width of 125 nm. The 
' 
small in-plane separation between the dipolar and the quadrupolar antenna is 60 nm. 
The thicknesses of the deposited gold films are 30 nm on both sides with a dielectric 
layer of 70 nm in between. A structural asymmetry ( s) of 135 nm is introduced to 
enable the excitation of hybrid quadrupolar modes. 
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Figure 4-5: (a) Illustration of the double-layered structure fabrication on a free-standing membrane. (b) 
SEM image of an array is shown. Reflection spectra of the symmetric (s = 0) and asymmetric (s '/= 0) for 
(c) single-layered and (d) double-layered struCtures are shown. A model fit based on Lorentzian harmonic 
oscillators is shown for the double-layered asymmetric structures spectrum (red dashed curve with K,- = 9.7 
THz, K,+ = 27.4 THz). The dipolar slot antenna length is 700 nm and the quadrupolar antenna lengths are 
900 nm, all antenna widths are kept at 125 nm. The gap between the dipolar and quadrupolar antennas is 
60 nm. Periods are 1200 nm on both x and y directions. Both Au layers are 30 nm with a 70 nm dielectric 
layer in-between. Inset in (d) shows the cross section image of the double-layered structure. Coverage of 
the sidewalls due to the metal deposition is minimal. 
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4.4 Multispectral EIT in Other Geometries and Conclusion 
The physical principles leading to multispectral EIT -like behavior can be equivalently 
observed in other structures. As an example, we implemented our approach with 
multilayered dolmen structures, and obtained a clear multispectral EIT-like behavior. 
To stress the fact that discussed method of multi-spectral EIT -like phenomena is 
kept general and can be extended to different geometries, we investigate a multilayered 
version of the hanoparticle based dolmen structures. This structure is comprised of a 
plasmonic quadrupolar and a dipolar nanorod antenna. A small distance in between 
the multiple layers is needed to acquire the plasmon hybridization effect that forms 
the basis of our analysis. Therefore an inter-layer distance of 6.0 nm is utilized. The 
geometry of the analyzed multi-layered structure is shown in Figure 4·6(a). The 
particle sizes are kept exactly the same in both layers and the dipolar antenna has 
.... -
a length of 130 nm and a width of 50 nm, quadrupolar antenna is comprised of two 
identical nanorods with a length of 100 nm and a width of 30 nm. Thicknesses of 
both antennas are designed to be 20 nm, and the material is chosen to be Ag. These 
structural parameters enable an efficient spectral overlap between the quadrupolar 
and dipolar resonances. The distance between the quadrupolar and dipolar antennas 
is 60 nm in each layer. 
Once illuminated with a plane wave that is linearly polarized along the long-axis 
of the dipolar nanorods antenna, single-layered · nanoparticle based dolmen structure 
shows a single EIT-like peak in the transmission spectrum (at near infra-red/ visible 
regime) as shown in Figure 4·6(b). This structural design is inherently asymmetric 
and therefore there is no need to define a geometrical parameter s. Amplitude of the 
EIT-like peak is therefore solely dependent on the distance between the dipolar and 
quadrupolar antennas. At the EIT-like peak, the major excit ation of the quadrupolar 
mode is seen in Figure 4·6(c), whereas t heres almost no charge in the dipolar mode, 
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Figure 4·6: (a) Geometry of the multi-layered particle based dolmen 
structure. The structural parameters are shown, where the inter-layer 
distance is kept at 60nm. (b) Transmission spectra obtained from a 
single-layered and a double-layered dolmen structure. Multi-spectral 
EIT-like behavior (IP and OP) is very clearly observed and a model 
fit based on coupled Lorentzian oscillators are provided. The extracted 
parameter are, K,+jK,- = 28/10 THz, w+fw_ = 489/416 THz, o+jo- = 
20.61/1.42 THz, ry~fry0 = 10/5.61 THz, ry~f'Yn = 72.3/15.6 THz. (c) 
Charge distribution of the single-layered dolmen structure at the EIT 
peak. Strong excitation of the quadrupolar mode is evident where there 
is almost no charge in the dipole antenna. 
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as expected. 
With the addition of the second layer, following the introduced formalism based 
on the Hamiltonian description and coupled Lorentzian oscillators, we can see that 
the in-phase and out-of-phase hybridized modes of the multi-layered structure gives 
rise to the in-phase and out-of-phase EIT-like peaks as shown in Figure 4·6(b) . An 
investigation of the charge distributions for the multi-layered structure as shown in 
Figure 4·7 demonstrates the expected hybrid mode behavior. 
In conclusion, we presented a method to extend the EIT -like phenomena to mul-
tiple spectral positions by tailoring the near-field coupling of meta-atoms in a mul-
tilayered metamaterial system. In particular, two near-field interaction mechanisms 
make this phenomena possible: 
(i) Hybridization of plasmonic resonances (:E) 
(ii) Interaction between the bright .and dark antennas (K). 
The method is demonstrated experimentally and theoretically with planar slot 
antenna based multilayered metamaterial systems. For experimental demonstration, 
a lift-off free fabrication scheme that can simultaneously register multiple metama-
terial layers is introduced. The provided analytical investigations are kept general. 
Therefore, our method can be easily extended to other antenna geometries as well as 
scaled to a larger number of metamaterial layers. 
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Out-of-Phase EIT, 1st Laye•~ In-Phase EIT, 1st Layer 
Out~of~Phase EIT, 2nd Layer In-Phase EIT, 2nd Layer 
Figure 4·7: Charge Distributions obtained from both layers of the 
multi-layered dolmen structure at both EIT -like peaks. In-phase and 
out-of-phase behavior predicted by our model is clearly observed, where 
in both cases quadrupolar modes are excited in major with very small 
· charge accumulation in the dipolar antenna. 
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Chapter 5 
Directional Double Fano Resonances in 
Plasmonic Hetero-Oligomers 
In this chapter, we demonstrate an ultracompact plasmonic structure where the mul-
tiple radiant and subradiant hybrid modes can be tailored independently and utilized 
for their simultaneous spectral overlap leading to double Fano resonances (Repro- · 
duced with permission from (Artar et al. , 2011a) Copyright 2011 American Chemical 
Society.). The system is an asymmetric hetero-oligomer structure, which is formed 
by two plasmonic homodimers. Importantly, through the inherent spatial features 
of the final structure, the observed resonances are shown to have directional angular 
emission patterns. In addition, a model based on temporal coupled mode theory is 
provided to describe the double Fano behavior(Novotny, 2010; Alzar et al. , 2001 ; Ba-
naee and Crozier, 2010) . To form the basis of our analysis, first the effect of spatial 
arrangement of the elementary structures in a dimer on its spectral features is in-
vestigated. It is shown that spatial positions of the constituent elements profoundly 
affect the eigenstates of the formed dimer and provide a very precise control on their 
resonance frequencies(Jain et al. , 2006). With this insight , two dimer structures are 
designed such that their plasmonic modes with opposite decay charact eristics (i.e., 
short-lived and long-lived modes) are in simultaneous spectral overlap. These config-
urations, named as side-to-side and collinear dimers , are illustrated in panels a and 
b of Figure 5 ·1. The het ero-oligomer structure (Figure 5 ·1 (c)) is comprised of these 
building blocks, where the dimers are placed closely t o enable near-field coupling in 
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between. This coupling enables excitation of double Fano resonances in the final struc-
ture(Pryce et al., 2010). The hetero-oligomer structure possesses inherent asymmetry, 
both in terms of spatial arrangement of the constituent elements and also in terms 
of radiative decay characteristics of simultaneously excited dimer modes. Through 
this inherent asymmetry, double Fano resonances of the hetero-oligomer structure 
are shown to be directional and the main direction of emission is flipped at these two 
modes. Observed double Fano resonance behavior with high directionality can be of 
practical interest for a variety of applications including enhanced biosensing, on-chip 
communication, and optical information processing. 
5.1 Analysis of Side-to-Side and Collinear Dimers 
Overall electromagnetic response of a system that is composed of closely placed plas-
monic antennas is markedly different from that of its elementary building blocks. 
Strong near-field interactions between the plasmonic antennas form new eigenstates 
of the total system. Plasmon hybridization provides a clear understanding of this pic-
ture, by identifying these new modes as combinations of elementary eigenstates. The 
simplest example of such a system is a dimer, which is formed by two plasmonic an-
tennas. Throughout this Letter, we assume that dimers are comprised of two strongly 
coupled nanorods, where each of them is represented as a dipolar antenna. Dipole 
moment vectors of these elementary structures are parallel to each other and also to 
the polarization vector of the incident linearly polarized plane wave source. Under 
the assumption of a strong dipolar coupling, investigation of the modified polarizabil-
ities reveals two eigenstates of the dimer system, which are namely the in-phase and 
out-of-phase hybrid modes. These modes can be denoted as: 
(5.1) 
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(b) 
(c) 
Figure 5·1: Illustrations of the geometries for (a) side--to-side, (b) 
collinear, and (c) hetero-oligomer structures. Scanning electron mi-
croscope (SEM) images of the corresponding structures are given as 
insets. All of the shown structures are fabricated on a silicon nitride 
(SiNx) membrane of 100 nm thickness. Widths (w) and thicknesses of 
the constituent Au nanorods in all of the structures are kept constant 
at 100 and 50 nm, respectively. Length of the nanorods in collinear 
configuration (lcL = 840 nm) are slightly longer compared to those 
in side-to-side configuration (lss = 780 nm). Intradimer gap in the 
collinear configuration (rcL = 40 nm) is also larger compared to that 
in side-to-side configuration (rss = 20 nm). For the hetero-oligomer, 
· parameter s denotes the offset between the geometrical centers of the 
constituent homodimers in the x-axis and it will be used as a spatial 
symmetry measure, i.e., a structure with s = 0 (s =/= 0) will be referred 
to as a symmetric (asymmetric) hetero-oligomer. Parameter d denotes 
the offset between the geometrical centers of the homodimers in the 
y-axis,_ and it will be utilized as an interdimer distance measure. 
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where I<Pa) and I<Pb) correspond to the dipolar modes of the respective nanorods. 
Eigenvalues for the hybrid modes are !Uu: = IU.uavg + 6 ± E, with Wavg = (wa + wb)/2, 
6 is the offset term, and E is the splitting term in energy. In the strong coupling 
regime, eigenstates of the dimer system have the in- and out-of-phase mode profiles 
as shown in Equation 5.1. Here, V adjusts the spectral positions of these modes and 
V itself is dependent on the spatial configuration of the dimer. 
Within the quasi-static approximation, assuming two dipoles with dipole moments 
Pa and Ph, the splitting term is approximately proportional to the dipolar coupling: 
Pa ·Ph 3(Pa · R)(Pb · R) 
E ex---
r3 rs (5.2) 
Here, R is the displacement vector connecting the point dipoles and r = IRI. From 
Equation 5.2, the dependence of the dipolar coupling on the spatial distribution is 
evident. Because of the r-3 dependence, splitting in energy is strongly observed with 
closely placed plasmonic antennas. 
The effect of spatial distribution on the spectrallocatit>ns of the hybrid eigenstates 
can be further understood if we define 8 as the angle between R and p (as shown 
in Figure 5·2(a)), which reduces Equation 5.2 to a scalar equation. Rotating one of 
the dipoles while keeping r constant reveals an interesting phenomenon, if we trace 
the eigenvalues of the hybrid eigenstate pair (Figure 5·2(b)). Since the rotation has 
circular symmetry, it retraces itself in every quadrant, so the graph is trimmed to the 
interval: e = [0, 7r/2] . e = 0 (collinear configuration) corresponds to the strongest 
coupling for a given r, and E is negative for this case, making w:Si < w;i . For a 
positive splitting term E, where w;si < w:Si, the strongest coupling is achieved when 
8 = 1rj2 (side-to-side configuration). It is interesting to note that there is no effective 
dipolar coupling for a critical angle 8c, where l'l/J±) values are degenerate . 
For a homogeneous dimer, (!Pal= !Phi= p) the total dipole moment for the out-
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Figure 5·2: (a) Illustration of the spatial configuration where 8 is 
the angle between the · polarization direction of the dipoles (p) and the 
displacement vector (R). (b) Effect of rotating the dimer orientation, 
with a constant gap size, on the frequencies of the hybrid modes based 
on Equation 5.2. Spatial orientation of dipoles and relative phases of 
the dipole moments are illustrated with arrows at corresponding angles 
for both hybrid states. Hybridization schemes for (c) collinear and 
(d) side-to-side configurations. In-phase ( 11/J&L) and 11/J~s)) and out-
of-phase (11/JcL) and 11/Jss)) hybrid modes shift to opposite ends of the 
energy spectrum in SS and CL configurations. 
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Figure 5·3: Transmission spectra of side-to-side (dashed) and collinear 
(solid) dimers . Spectral response of the elementary dipolar antenna is 
also shown (red-dotted). Transmission spectra for both dimers show 
single dips that are due to the accessible bright modes. Positions of the 
dark modes of dimers are also shown (dashed- and solid-arrows for SS 
and CL dimers, respectively) . Decreasing gap size (r) increases intra-
dimer coupling and stronger splitting is observed for both configurations 
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of-phase hybrid mode vanishes. Zero net dipole moment makes this mode inaccessible 
to the external continuum, and hence this resonance is termed as a subradiant (dark) 
mode. In-phase hybrid mode has a nonzero net dipole moment and is radiant (bright) 
in nature. The lifetime of the bright mode is shorter due to the radiative damping. 
Previous discussion of the effect of spatial configuration on V is therefore a t ool 
for spectral adjustment of the bright and dark modes of the system. Side-to-side 
(SS) and collinear (CL) configurations have opposite signed splitting terms, E, which 
result in pulling of the modes with similar decay characteristics to the opposite ends 
of the spectrum as schematically shown in panels c and d of Figure 5·2 . This flipping 
behavior in the sign of the splitting energies is very crucial for obtaining double Fano 
resonances as illustrated in the following. 
Isolated SS and CL dimers, that are comprised of identical nanorods (800 nm 
length, 100 nm width, 50 nm thickness) and identical gap sizes (20 nm) are simulated 
as shown in Fig 5·3.The transmission spectra of the dimers are shown in comparison 
to a single dipolar resonance. Spectra shows only the bright modes of the respective 
dimers, which are pulled to the opposite ends of the spectrum with respect to the 
single dipoles resonance. The subradiant modes are only very weakly coupled to the 
external light, therefore their direct excitation is not possible. The subradiant modes 
can be excited by introducing a field gradient to the system, which can be done with · 
an angular excitation source. Subradiant mode locations are denoted with arrows. 
The effect of gap size changes is also illustrated. Dipolar coupling strongly depends 
on the intra-dimer gap and an increased gap redu~es the coupling, which decreases 
the splitting strength as shown in Fig 5·3. 
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5.2 Design of the Plasmonic Hetero-Oligomer 
Results obtained above for SS and CL configurations show that we can simultaneously 
acquire hybrid modes of different radiative decay characters (dark/bright) spectrally · 
overlapping at different ends of the spectrum with respect to the single dipolar res-
onance. Therefore, if a near-field coupling is established between the SS and CL 
configurations, that would enable the simultaneous excitation of both hybrid dark 
modes through the hybrid bright modes. The composite modes of the coupled sys-
tem, defined as IV;ss±cvt=), result in a double Fano-type spectral response due to 
the interference of multiple excitation pathways. Close spatial arrangement of the SS 
and CL configurations leading to a plasmonic oligomer structure lets us engineer the 
necessary near-field coupling. 
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Figure 5·4: Spectral positions of the hybrid dimer modes for both SS and CL dimers acquired using 
FDTD simulations are shown for each design step. The spectral bands are extended to cover the full width 
half maxima (FWHM) values of each mode. The bright (dark) modes are denoted with red (black) bands. 
(a) Initial locations of the modes with all nanorods lengths set to 800 nm and the intradimer gap sizes 
for both SS and CL dimers are 20 nm (b) Adjusted lengths (lss = 780 nm and lcL = 840 nm) shifts all . 
hybrid resonances. (c) Gap size for the collinear dimer (rcL = 40 nm) is modified to optimize the spectral 
overlap efficiency between multiple dark and bright modes. 
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To achieve an efficient spectral overlap between the multiple radiant and subra-
diant states, the structural parameters of independent dimers should be optimized. 
Figure 5·4 shows the FDTD results for the optimization process where the spectral 
positions of multiple modes are shown in the diagrams. We start with dimers that are 
comprised of identical nanorods and have identical intradimer gap sizes. Au nanorods 
have lengths, widths , and thicknesses of 800, 100, and 50 nm, respectively and the 
intradimer gap sizes (rss and rcL) are 20 nm. A planar arrangement of the dimers 
is utilized using a SiNx membrane of 100 nm thickness as the support. 
Figure 5·4 shows the spectral locations of the hybrid modes as well as their band-
widths (indicated by the width of the corresponding bands). For the identical dimer 
.•. 
parameters ( Figure 5·4(a)) the mode overlap is poor, as the CL dimer eigenstates 
are at relatively high frequencies. To achieve a better spectral overlap, we detune the 
lengths of the nanorods in each dimer, where CL dimer nanorods are now slightly 
longer (840 nm) than SS dimer nanorods (780 nm). Even though this adjustment 
. improves the overall mode overlap efficiency (Figure 5·4 (b)), due to a stronger near-
field interaction for the CL dimer (Figure 5·2 (b)) a perfect spectral alignment of the 
modes is not possible with same intradimer gap sizes. Therefore, a final adjustment 
is done by increasing the gap size of the CL dimer to 40 nm, which makes the split-
ting energy for both dimer hybridizations nearly equal (Figure 5 ·4 (c)). An almost 
excellent spectral overlap is achieved with these optimized geometrical parameters. 
There are a few more considerations for the design of the final coupled oligomer 
system, independent of the dimer geometries. Most importantly, interaction between 
separate dimers should not be in the strong-coupling regime. This can be achieved 
by setting a longer interdimer gap (d) in comparison to small intradimer gaps ( r). 
Therefore, the coupled system will not possess any higher-order hybridizations that 
would normally arise from a strong inter-dimer coupling. Assuming this condition is 
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satisfied, the total spectral response of the system can be handled with a perturbative 
model by utilizing the hybrid eigenstates ofSS and CL dimers as the eigenstates of the 
total system. Second consideration is the breaking of symmetry for the excitation of 
the dark modes. The proposed geometry of the hetero-oligomer structure is shown in 
Figure 5 ·1 (c), where the parameter s is defined as the offset between the geometrical 
centers of SS and CL dimers in the x-axis. For this particular configuration, even 
when s = 0, l~ss-cL+) will be excited. However; sf:- 0 is necessary for the excitation 
of l~ss+cL-). With the utilized planar arrangement of the dimers, the engineered final 
structure can be easily fabricated using standard top-down nanofabrication methods. 
Figure 5·5 (a) shows the numerically calculated transmission signals obtained from 
uncoupled as well as symmetrically and asymmetrically coupled optimized hetero-
oligomer structures with parameters lss = 780 nm, lcL = 840 nm, rss = 20 nm, rcL 
= 40 nm (Figure 5·4 (c)). Widths and thicknesses of the antennas are 100 and 50 nm, 
respectively. For t-he uncoupled case (blue curve), dark modes are ·not excited due 
to the · negligible near-field interaction between the dimers and the spectrum traces 
a sum of their individual bright resonances, as expected. Asymmetrically coupled 
structure with d = 100 nm and s = 100 nm shows a clear excitation of the dark 
modes (black curve), which appear as narrow peaks inside the extinction dips of the 
bright resonances (labeled I and I I in Figure 5·5 (a)) . A coupled case with s = 0 nm 
is also included with dashed red lines in Figure 5·5 (a) to illustrate the importance 
of symmetry breaking, where l~ss+cL-) (II) is not visible. 
Charge distributions of the dimers at the respective Farro resonances are shown 
in Figure 5·5 (c). Experimental demonstration of the double Farro resonances in the 
asymmetrically coupled hetero-oligomer is clearly shown in Figure 5 ·5 (b). Struc-
tures are fabricated on a silicon nitride membrane of 100 nm thickness using e-beam 
lithography followed by a metal deposition (Ti adhesion layer (5 nm) and Au layer (50 
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Figure 5·5: (a) Calculated transmission spectra from uncoupled, sym-
metrically coupled and asymmetrically coupled structures. Excitation 
of the bright modes (1'1/Jss+) and 1'1/JcL+)) is observed in the uncoupled 
configuration, while double Farro resonances are visible in the asym-
metrically coupled configuration. Only a single Farro resonance is seen 
in symmetrically coupled structure. (b) Experimentally acquired spec-
tra of uncoupled, asymmetrically coupled and symmetrically coupled 
hetero-oligomer structures. (c) Top-view charge distributions repre-
senting the excitation of dark modes at respective Farro resonance in 
asymmetrically coupled configurations.(df) SEM images of symmetri-
cally coupled, asymmetrically coupled (s = 100 nm), and uncoupled 
hetero-oligomer structures, respectively. 
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nm)). A standard lift-off process of thee-beam resist is the last step of the fabrication. 
SEM images of the fabricated asymmetrically coupled, symmetrically coupled, and 
uncoupled structures are shown in panels df of Figure 5·5. The optical measurements 
are done with a Bruker IFS 66/s Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer with 
a Hyperion 1000 IR microscope in transmission mode. Resonant frequency positions 
of the dark and bright modes are in good agreement with the numerical calculations, 
apart from a slight blue shifting of the lower frequency components, which are due to 
asmall enlargement (68 nm) in the intradimer gap sizes. 
5.3 Modeling of Double Fano Response 
To analyze the double Fano-type response of the hetero-oligomer system, we utilize 
temporal coupled mode theory. Excited dark modes in both cases have only two possi-
ble decay paths. One of them is dissipation of excitation through non-radiative damp-
ing channels and the other one is coupling back to the nearby bright mode. Therefore, 
bright modes are driven bot h by the external incident electromagnetic wave and by 
the dark modes coupling back. The interference of these excitation pathways for the 
bright modes generates the observed Fano resonances. Figure 5·6 (a) summarizes 
the mode interactions within the hetero-oligomer symbolically. Assigned positive fre-
quency amplitudes are denoted as a~, where the superscript l corresponds to separate 
hybrid modes · ( l = 1, 2 refers to low and high frequency modes, respectively) and the 
subscript m denotes the corresponding dimers (m = 1, 2 refers toSS and CL dimers, 
respectively). Interdimer coupling is denoted by 1'\,!nm. Mode frequencies are denoted 
as w~ , to allow detuning of dimer resonances. Coupling of the external continuum to 
the dirrier modes is governed by parameters g~ . Frequency of the incident wave (I) 
is denoted as w. Dynamics of the total system is then governed by the following set 
of differential equations: 
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Figure 5 ·6: (a) a1 and a2 are the positive frequency amplitudes for 
the SS and CL dimers, respectively. "" governs the interdimer couplings, 
and g denotes the coupling to the external continuum. The overall re-
sponse of the system can be expressed as a superposition of two Fano 
resonances ( 1'1/!ss±c L'F )). (b, c) C alculated transmission spectra and 
the model fit for asymmetrically and symmetrically coupled hetero-
oligomers, respectively. K 1•2 are 36.73 and 31 THz for the asymmetri-
cally coupled structure. K2 is zero for symmetrica,lly coupled structure 
as expected and K 1 is only slightly altered (36.14 THz). 
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dai . l . l 1 l l · l l 
-d = JW1 a1 - ---ya1 + g1 I + Kt2a2 
t T1 
da& . l l 1 l l l l 
-d = JW2a2 - ---ya2 + g2I + K21 a1 t T2 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
Here, T:n values are the damping parameters of the dimers. External coupling 
parameters gi and g~ are equal to zero (corresponding to external coupling parameters 
of respective dark hybrid modes of the dimers) and therefore the system simplifies as 
shown in Figure 5·6 (a). Radiative decay characteristics of dimers flip (dark/bright 
bright/dark) at those frequency intervals, and the response of the system is Fano-
typed in both resonant regimes. The overall transmission spectrum (T, as shown in 
Figure 5·6 (a)) is therefore two superposed Farro resonances, which can be expressed 
as: 
T = 1(1- ar) (5.5) 
( ) _ ~1 ,2 ( . (w:)2 - .w2 + iw/T;:: m) 
ar w - lf=m ((w/)2- w2 + iw/Tlm)((w~)2- w2 + iw/T::;:)- (K~)2gl (5.6) 
Panels b and c of Figure 5·6 show the model fit results to the calculated trans-
mission spectra of a symmetric and asymmetric hetero-oligomer, where we can see 
an excellent agreement between the numerical analysis and theoretical calculations. 
Through the analytical fitting , we can extract the interdimer coupling parameters 
(11:). For 1'1/Jss-cL+) mode, this parameter (11:1 ) is calculated to be nearly the same for 
both asymmetric and symmetric configuration, while for the 1'1/Jss+cL-) mode the in-
terdimer coupling parameter (11:2 ) vanishes in the symmetric configuration. Therefore, 
analytical model suggests that the subradiant 1'1/JcL-) is not excited at this frequency, 
which is also in agreement with FDTD analysis. 
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5.4 Directionality in Plasmonic Hetero-Oligomer 
Double Farro resonances can be of practical importance because of the mode asym-
metry at each resonance. We demonstrate below the directionality of emission among 
ot her possible applications and show that the hetero-oligomer configuration can be 
used as a highly directional antenna geometry to acquire unidirectional emission at 
its resonant frequencies . Previously, it was shown that ensembles of elementary plas-
monic structures are ideal candidates for conversion of localized energy to propagat-
ing electromagnetic fields and vice versa with the capability of both enhancing and 
shaping the radiation of nanoscale emitters such as quantum dots and fluorescent 
molecules(Huang et al. , 2010; Novotny and van Hulst, 2011; Bharadwaj et al., 2009; 
Pakizeh and Kll, 2009; Tam et al., 2007; Muskens et al., 2007; Li et al., 2007; Kosako 
et al., 2010; Curto et al., 2010; Dregely et al., 2011b) . Here, the proposed structure 
possesses the directionality of emission through the interaction of its dark and bright 
modes. The geometry of the antenna and the Hertzian dipole source is shown in Fig-
ure 5·7 (b). A dipolar source, polarized along the x-axis, is placed nearby a dipolar 
component as the feed of the whole antenna structure. 
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Figure 5·7: Numerically calculated radiation patterns from the hetero-oligomer structure (scL = 0 nm 
and ScL = 50 nm) at two Fano resonance frequencies (a) l'!f;ss-cL+) and (c) l'!f;ss+cL-) , respectively. Main 
lobes of the radiation patterns for different modes point to opposite directions. (b) Illustration of the 
antenna geometry with the Hertzian dipolar source (Pd)· Source is placed 5 nm apart from the nearby 
dipolar antenna. Parameter scL is defined to introduce a retardation effect to the CL dimer. 
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Directionality of the hetero-oligomer structure is observed in the xy plane; there-
fore it is useful to adopt this geometry for on-chip communication purposes. At each 
mode, the dimer with subradiant (radiant) character acts as the reflector (director) 
of the antenna structure. 
It is important to note that to achieve the reflector nature of the subradiant dimer 
there should be phase retardation between the constituent dipole antennas of that 
dimer with respect to the dipolar source. The SS dimer has the retardation effects 
for a given dipolar source location. To achieve a stronger retardation effect between 
the dipole antennas of the CL dimer , one antenna can be given an offset as denoted 
by parameter scL in Figure 5·7 (b), which increases the observed directionality of 
the l'l/Jss+cL-) mode. 
With this perturbation to the design, resonant frequencies of l'l/lcL±) change slightly, 
as expected (Figure 5·2 (b), Equation 5.2). However, spectral overlap of the 
dark/bright modes is still achieved as shown in Figure 5·8 . For small variations 
( scL < 50nm ) the overall response of the system is not much altered. 
Investigation of the structures charge distribution reveals that modes with high 
directionalities are indeed in same character as the previously discussed Fano reso-
nances l'l/!ss±cL=r=),. The respective radiation patterns in the xy plane for these modes 
are shown in panels a and c of Figure 5·7, where strong directional behaviors are 
·. observed with main lobes of the radiation patterns pointing in opposite directions. 
Both of these resonances are similar in nature where mode asymmetry and retarda-
tion effects give rise to the observed directionality. When the dipolar source is placed 
symmetrically between the SS dimer elements, observed directionality in the angular 
radiation pattern of the associated Fano resonance (I) drops significantly, as shown 
in Figure 5·9 . 
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Figure 5·8: Transmission spectra for different ScL values (0, 25 and 
50 nm). Structural parameters are kept the same for each curve as scL 
is varied. The overall response of the system is not much altered with 
the introduced offset to the CL dimer 
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In conclusion, we have experimentally and theoretically demonstrated that near-
field interactions between side-to-side and collinear dimer configurations give rise to 
double Farro resonances in opposite ends of the sp€ctfum with respect to a single 
dipolar resonance. This effect is analyzed with the utilization of plasmon hybridiza-
tion and temporal coupled mode t heory. Double Farro resonances in the plasmonic 
hetero-oligomer structures can be useful in a variety of applications including biosens-
.. ing and optical communication systems. As an example, we showed that the proposed 
structure, due to its inherent asymmetry, can be used as an ultracompact and highly 
directional on-chip antenna. Since the mode characteristics of the dimers flip at the 
Farro resonances, the main lobes of the respective radiation patterns point to opposite 
directions. 
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Chapter 6 
Bista-ble and Controllable Time-Domain 
Response in Fano Resonant Active 
Metamaterials 
In this chapter, we introduce an active metamaterial which can dynamically manip-
ulate multiple optical pulses in time-domain. As we demonstrate, the interplay of 
an integrated optical nonlinearity (Chen et al., 2011; Chen and Alu, 2010) and plas-
monics leads to remarkable phenomena including multiple optical bistability windows 
and the controllable and reversible delay of light pulses at different carrier frequencies. 
These phenomena can be utilized in novel applications for optical information pro-
cessing and communication systems. The temporal delay is based on the plasmonic 
. . 
analogue (Papasimakis et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009a; Luk'yanchuk 
et al., 2010; Hao et al., 2008; Verellen et al., 2009; Dregely et al., 2011a; Liu et al., 
2009b; Fan et al., 2010; Artar et al., 2011a; Cetin and Altug, 2012; Wu et aL, 2011a; 
Yanik et al., 2011) of Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT) (Boller et al., 
1991; Yanik and Fan, 2004; Shvets and Wurtele, 2002; Almeida et al., 2004), which 
demonstrates itself as a Fano-profiled resonance. The coupling between plasmonic 
excitations that gives rise to the Plasmon Induced Transparency (PIT) cannot be 
actively controlled. Therefore the highly dispersive, Fano-lineshaped, spectral char-
acteristics of PIT are passive, which is a significant shortcoming for applications 
demanding dynamic control. To overcome this, we propose a metamaterial with a 
unit-cell comprised of multiple detuned and uncoupled subradiant antennas driven 
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by a single radiant antenna loaded with a Kerr material (Fig 6·1(a)). The coupling 
between the subradiant antennas and t he radiant antenna is ensured by introducing 
a spatial asymmetry. As we demonstrate, this asymmetrically coupled active meta-
material (ACAM) is capable of applying simultaneous group velocity reduction to 
multiple optical pulses at different carrier frequencies. Dynamic optical control over 
the spectral response of the radiant antenna is possible through the exploitation of 
Kerr nonlinearity. This allows direct manipulation of the group indices associated 
with each subradiant mode. More interestingly, the strong frequency dependence of 
the ACAM response offers an extra degree of freedom for dynamic tuning. In the fol-
lowing, we first introduce the theoretical background for the analysis of the structure 
with an emphasis on the two-dimensional hysteresis loops. Afterwards, the unique 
capabilities of the metamaterial, including pulse sorting and multi-spectral switching, 
are developed through both intensity and frequency modulations to a control source. 
6.1 Coupling of Multiple Dark Modes with a Single Bright 
Mode 
We utilize temporal coupled mode theory to analyze a plasmonic system consisting of 
a single radiant (dipolar) and N subradiant (quadrupolar) elements. Each element's 
individual response can be modeled as a Lorentzian function with a certain resonant 
· frequency (wd for dipolar mode and Wqi for each subradiant mode), and intrinsic 
decay rate ( 1). Intrinsic decay rate of the radiant mode is the summation of the 
external hae) and internal hao) decay rates, whereas for the subradiant modes there 
is no external decay. The spectral response of the ACAM can be acquired using the 
following coupled mode equations: 
(6.1) 
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(6.2) 
Here, the positive frequency amplitudes of the corresponding radiant and subra-
diant modes are defined with a and qi, such that the energy stored in the modes are 
given by !a!2 and lqi!2 . The radiant mode is driven by the incident field sl+ witb. 2, 
coupling efficiency of r;,, where the power carried in the field is given by isl+ !2. Radi-
ant and subradiant modes are coupled with rates of J-li· The inter-subradiant mode 
coupling is also indicated in Equation 6.2 with rates of J-lii'. For simplicity we will 
assume no coupling between individual subradiant modes (J-Lii' = 0) , which is a valid 
assumption as will be shown in the following section (Fig 6·2) . 
Assuming a monochromatic incident field with frequency w, the modified response 
- . .... 
of the radiant mode with N coupled subradiant modes is solved as: 
a(N) = r;,lsl+ . 
j ( W - wd) + (lao + lae) + I:i j(w-~;:)+!qi (6.3) 
and therefore transmissivity ( t = s2~/ sl+) becomes: 
t(N) - j(w- wd) +lao+ I:i j(w-~;:)+lqi 
- j (w- wd) +lao+ lae + I:i j(w-~;:)+!qi (6.4) 
Equation 6.4 reduces to a Fano-type resonance for a single subradiant mode. 
However, for multiple subradiant modes, it is markedly different than a simple super-
position of multiple Fano-type resonances. 
Implementation of the ACAM is shown in Fig 6·1(b), where two Ag quadrupolar 
antennas (subradiant modes) are coupled to a single non-linearly loaded Ag feed-gap 
antenna (tunable radiant mode). Similar structures (without the integrated non-
linearity), with multiple subradiant modes have been investigated recently (Artar 
et al., 2011b; Artar et al., 201la; Liu et al., 2011; Davis et al., 2012). The transmission 
spectrum obtained with finit e-difference time-domain (FDTD) calculations is shown 
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Figure 6 ·1: (a) Illustration of t~e ACAM with two subradiant modes 
coupled to a single tunable radiant mode. The system is modeled as 
a 2-port system where sl+ is the incident field, s 1_ and s2_ are the 
reflected and transmitted fields, respectively (b) Schematic view of the 
structure's unit cell, where the Ag feed-gap antenna (gap size r = 15 
nm, antenna length ld = 80 nm) is loaded with a Kerr material in the 
gap region (red block). Two quadrupolar antennas are placed with 
a distance of d = 30 nm away from the feed-gap antenna and they 
are associated with the lengths of lq1 = 75 nm and lq2 = 85 nm and 
a spacing of w = 80 nm. All antennas have a thickness of 20 nm. 
(c) Idle response of the ACAM (Egap = Eo = 2.25, blue circles) in 
comparison to the response of an isolated antenna (red curve). Two 
Fano-type resonances are visible in the ACAM response. The model 
fit of a tC2) (wd; wqb wq2) function using the idle transmission spectrum 
shows perfect overlap (black curve). 
(a) 
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Figure 6·2: Absolute charge distribution at (a) 1st subradiant mode 
(b) 2nd subradiant mode is shown. As it can be clearly observed from 
the profiles, at each respective Fano-type resonance, .only the corre-
sponding quadrupolar antenna is excited in addition to the radiant 
feed-gap antenna. 
in Fig 6 ·1 (c), where excitation of two Fan a-type resonances ( wq1 and Wq2 ) is observed. 
The model fit with t(2)(wd; Wq1 , wqJ by using Equation 6.4, to the numerically obtained 
spectrum when the control source is off (idle response), shows an excellent agreement. 
Here, a slight detuning of the lengths of the quadrupolar antennas ( lq1 and lq2 in Fig 
6·1 (b)) ensures that the subradiant modes are at different spectral locations. For 
our proposed design, both the spectral detuning and the spatial separation of the 
quadrupolar antennas lead to a negligible near-field coupling between the subradiant 
modes. Figure 6·2 illustrates the absolute charge distributions at each subradiant 
mode frequency for the ACAM. As it is seen, at the corresponding subradiant mode 
frequency, the excitation of the other subradiant meade is negligible. Given that 
near field interactions are inherently dependent on the EM-field overlap, these results 
validates that inter-subradiant mode coupling is negligible for our design. 
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6.2 Integration of Kerr Non-linearity 
So far, our formalism described a linear representation of the system where wd is 
not dependent on the incident field sl+ and the main results are valid only for a 
weak probe signal. In order to account for the effects of Kerr nonlinear loading in 
the ACAM, we first analyze the response of the isolated non-linear dipolar antenna 
without the subradiant coupled modes. Spectral response of a non-linearly loaded 
feed-gap antenna can be manipulated all-optically with an incident field. Here, we 
define the control parameters as (h, wL), corresponding to the intensity and fre-
quency of the source. The permittivity of the Kerr medium at the gap region ( Egap) 
is linearly dependent on the local E-field intensity (1Egl 2) as Egap = Eo + x(3) 1Egl2 
(ngap = n 0 + n2 IE9 12). Here, the electromagnetic field distribution at the small gap 
region is almost perfectly uniform, therefore there is no spatial dependence. This 
can be readily observed from the electric field profile of the ACAM acquired at the 
resonant frequency of the feed-gap antenna, as shown in Figure 6·3. In addition, the 
resonant frequency of the feed-gap antenna ( wd) is a function of Egap which can be 
acquired precisely by the utilization of a circuit model (Engheta et al. , 2005) . For the 
given structural parameters and index modulation interval, a linear approximation 
provides sufficient accuracy as: wd ~ w~dle - f3(...jE;;- y'EO). Here w~dle represents 
the resonant frequency of the dipolar antenna when the control source is turned off 
and (3 is a fitting parameter (~19 . 2 THz) . The crucial point is the dependence of 
E9 (thus Egap ) to the input control parameters (h ,wL)· IE9I2 can be approximated 
to be proportional to the extinction cross section · of the feed-gap antenna evaluated 
at W£ and is also proportional to h (IE9 I2a iCext,d(wL)ih). The tuned resonant fre-
quency of the system is a function of given control parameters (wd = f(wL, h)) and a 
self consistent numerical analysis of the governing equations can be used to solve for 
this function. A similar approach has been utilized in prior publications for treating 
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Figure 6·3: Electric field profile at the gap region is shown to be 
uniform through the whole Kerr medium block with only negligible 
spatial dependence at the resonant frequency of the dipolar antenna. 
Averaged intensity at the gap region strongly depends on the frequency 
of the incident field, however the uniformity at the gap region is not 
altered for-the-frequency interval of interest . 
optical bistabilities (Chen et al., 2011 ; Chen and Alu, 2010) . 
6.3 Numerical Treatment of Kerr Non-linear Load · in the 
Dipolar Antenna 
Introduced theoretical model based on the temporal coupled mode theory illustrates 
a linear representation of the system. As stated above, the result of coupled mode 
theory is utilized to acquire the linear response of the system to a weak probe signal 
for a set resonant frequency wd. In order to take into account for the non-linear load, 
we performed a series of simulations where a linear material with changing refractive 
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index is placed in the gap region of the dipolar antenna. Through these simulations 
we calculated · the resonant frequency, extinction cross-section and the field intensity 
of the dipolar antenna at the gap region as a function of refractive index. A linear 
dependence of the resonant frequency (wd) to the changing refractive index (.6.ngap) 
is observed as stated above, 
(6.5) 
Refractive index of the Kerr medium depends on E-field at the gap (E9 ) region 
as: 
(6.6) 
Here, no and n 2 are material parameters of the non-linear load. From simulation 
results we observed that IE_gl 2 is proportional to the extinction cross-section of the 
feed-gap antenna ( Ce:rt,d). Given that the intensity at the gap region is linearly 
proportional to the intensity of the excitation source we can express IE9 I2 in terms of 
frequency (wL) and intensity (h) of the control source as: 
(6.7) 
For the isolated case Cext d is a Lorentzian function, which is centered around the 
' 
resonant frequency wd. We solve for .the solutions of wd, which satisfies Equations 
6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 with varying control parameters (wL, h). This semi-analytical 
model has been utilized in a variety of previous works to successfully account for 
optical bistabilities. 
The method for finding the solutions of wd is shown graphically in Figure 6·4 
(a) for the source intensity (h) modulation scheme. Response of the ACAM and 
the isolated non-linear feed-gap antenna is similar for this scheme; therefore we are 
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evaluating only the response of the ACAM. Here the black line is the solution of 
Equation 6.5 and the blue curves are the solutions of Equations 6.6- 6.7 with varying 
intensity (h,Law, h ,Med, h,High)· Black line maps the resonant frequency to the gap 
refractive index and has no dependence on the given control parameters. Blue curves 
also denote the same mapping with an explicit dependence on the control parameters. 
Blue curveshave Lorentzian profiles and their peak values are located where wd = W£. 
For self-consistency, all of these equations must be satisfied simultaneously; therefore 
the intersection points of the black line and the blue curves are the solutions of the 
non-linear system for varying h values. The actual hysteresis loop for the intensity 
modulation scheme is shown in Figure 6·4 (b), where the three dashed vertical lines 
corresponds to the utilized h values (h,Law, h,Med, h,High) at each blue curve in 
Figure 6·4 (a). For the low intensity value; there is a single solution of the system, 
which is very close to the idle resonant frequency w~dle. This case is intuitive, since 
with low control source intensity there would only be a minor modulation in the 
system response. As the intensity is increased, the solution of the nonlinear system 
gets closer to the hysteresis region. For the second case (h,Med), the blue curve and 
the black line intersect at three points, which corresponds to the optical bistability. 
Here the highest (lMed) and the lowest (3Med) values are the stable solutions and 
the middle (2Med) value is a metastable solution, which is inaccessible. This case is 
shown in the hysteresis loop with the second vertical dashed line. At a given time, 
the response of the syste.£1 can be either point (lMed) or point (3Med) depending on 
the previous excitation history. As the intensity of the control source is increased to 
higher values the system exists the hysteresis region. As seen in the last blue curve 
(h,High) there is a single solution of the system. This corresponds to the third vertical 
dashed line in the hysteresis loop figure. 
The difference of modulating the intensity (h) and the frequency (wL) of the 
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Figure 6·4: Solutions for Equations ( 6.5- black line) and ( 6.7 blue 
curves) . Intersection points are the roots for given (h,wL) control pa-
rameters. (a) Modulation of h with constant W£. For low (high) h 
valu.es the system has a single solution in the lower (upper) stability 
branch. For intermediate h values, the system goes through a bistabil-
ity regime. (b) Hysteresis loop of the ACAM for h modulation. Ver-
tical dashed lines indicate the low, medium and high intensity regions 
utilized in (a). (c) Modulation of w L with constant h for the isolated 
antenna. (d) Modulation of WL with constant h for the ACAM. 
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control source becomes more evident under the illustration of Figure 6·4 (c)-(d). 
In Figure 6·4 (a), as discussed above, we show the intensity modulation scheme 
with constant frequency W£. With increasing h, right hand side of Equqation 6. 7 
increases linearly and a single hysteresis region is observed. In comparison to intensity 
(h) modulation, effect of frequency (wL) modulation (with constant intensity, h) is 
inherently different. The isolated antenna response and the ACAM response are very 
different; therefore we are evaluating both of these cases in Figs 6·4 (c) and 6·4 (d), 
respectively. 
As shown in Figure 6·4 (c), for the isolated feed-gap antenna, changing WL is 
the equivalent of shifting the blue curves center frequency, where the peak point is 
reached when the frequency of the control source is equal to the resonant frequency of 
the feed-gap antenna (wL = wd)· For high enough h, a single hysteresis loop has been 
observed (second blue curve in Figure 6·4 (c) for WL,Med). Contrarily, for the ACAM, 
since one of the subradiant modes are within the range of WL modulation (indicated 
with shaded region), the peak value of ICext,d(wL)I drops :when the control source 
frequency is close to the subradiant mode frequency. This result is intuitive, since 
when a subradiant mode is excited the field accumulation at the gap region of the 
dipolar antenna (IE9 I2) drops due to a destructive interference of multiple excitation 
pathways. This interference is a signature of Fano-type resonances. The drop in 
ICext,d(wL)I forces the system to a single stable solution state (Figure 6·4 (d) second 
blue curve for WL,Med). When WL exits the vicinity of the subradiant modes frequency 
(wL -/=- wq) ICext ,d(wL)I reaches higher values (Figure 6·4 (d) third blue curve for 
WL,High) and the system may re-enter the hysteresis region. This phenomenon results 
in partitioning of the single hysteresis loop into multiple hysteresis windows, which is 
inherently accompanied by multi-spectral switching regions. 
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6.4 Solutions of the ACAM 
The left column of Figure 6·1 illustrates tuning of the resonant frequency of an 
isolated non-linearly loaded feed-gap antenna. Since the nonlinear effects are ob-
served to be enhanced when WL is in the close vicinity of the plasmonic resonance, 
we use WL in the range of 400- 420 THz. Here, both the idle resonant frequency 
of the active radiant mode (w~dle) and wq2 is within this selected spectral window. 
For certain control parameters there exist multiple solutions of f(h, wL), pointing to 
optical bistability. The solutions could be obtained using a semi-analytical graphical 
method (see Supporting Information). Figs 6·5(a)-(b) shows upper and lower sta-
bility planes of f(h, wL). Figure 6·5( c) illustrates the difference between the upper 
and lower stability planes, i.e. the two-dimensional hysteresis region. Color bar des-
ignates the spectral depth of hysteresis. In Figure 6·5(c), dark blue corresponds to 
single solution regions and the colored region corresponds to multiple solutions. If 
we analyze frequency and intensity modulation routes (indicated with horizontal and 
vertical solid white lines in Figure 6·5(c), respectively) we observe that in each case 
the route crosses the multiple solution region once. This corresponds to two switching 
points and a single hysteresis region. This similarity shows that the frequency and 
intensity modulations for an isolated antenna represents a complementary behavior. 
The same procedure applies for finding the tuned resonant frequency of the radi-
ant mode in ACAM with the inclusion of coupled subradiant modes. Interestingly, 
because of the destructive interference of multiple excitation pathways, the local E-
field intensity at the gap region (JE9 J2 ) drops at PIT peaks, which dramatically alters 
the dependence of the tuned resonance ( wd) on the control parameters ( w L and h) . 
Figs 4( d)-( e) shows upper and lower stability planes of the spectral response of the 
ACAM. The alteration in the stability planes is caused by the second subradiant 
mode. Since wq1 is not in the tuning range of WL, effect of the first subradiant mode 
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Figure 6-5: (a) Upper and (b) lower stability planes for the wd of 
an isolated non-linearly loaded feed-gap antenna. The value of wd is 
denoted by the color bar. (c) Difference between the upper and lower 
stability planes. Colored area represents the two-dimensional hysteresis 
region with a spectral depth indicated by the colorbar (d) Upper and 
(e) lower stability planes for wd of the ACAM. (f) 2D hysteresis region 
of the ACAM shown with the colored area. Solid line I (I I) marks the 
intensity (frequency) modulation route(s) . 
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is negligible. Figure 6·5(f) illustrates the difference bet~een the stability planes, 
·where colored area indicates two-dimensional hysteresis region of the ACAM. Solid 
white lines designate the routes for intensity and frequency modulation schemes. As 
it is evident, the two modulation schem~s no longer complement each other (as in the 
case for the isolated non-linearly loaded antenna) and the non-linear response of the 
ACAM leading to hysteresis is drastically altered. 
Coupling rates between the subradiant modes and the tunable radiant mode is 
crucial in determining the nonlinear response of the ACAM. Inter-mode coupling rates 
(i.e., /-£! and J-£2 ) are mainly based on the geometrical parameters for our design and 
are not actively controlled. These coupling rates can be engineered straightforwardly 
by changing the distance between the quadrupolar antennas and the dipolar antenna 
(din Figure 6·5(a)) and also by changing the distance between the constituent rod 
elements of the quadrupolar antennas (win Figure 6·5(a)). Decreasing the distance 
d directly increases the electromagnetic field overlap between the modes and increases 
the coupling rates !-£, whereas with the decreased w the coupling rates decrease. The 
selected wand d values for the ACAM design shown in Figure 6·1(a) gives the optimal 
responses for both intensity and frequency modulation schemes. 
6.5 Reversal of Time-Domain Response 
Firstly, we analyze the time-domain r€spont?e of the ACAM with intensity modulation 
to the control source (constant W£) . As it can be observed from Figs 4(d)-(e), changing 
h tunes wd· This tuning simultaneously alters the spectral overlap efficiencies of 
both subradiant modes with the radiant mode, which in turn substantially affects the 
group index associated with qi. In order to understand this effect, we investigate the 
effective susceptibility of an artificial medium formed by the ACAM unit cell (Figure 
6 ·1 (b)). The constructed artificial medium is periodic in all three dimensions with 
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a periodicity of 350 nm. The susceptibility of such a medium is proportional to the 
previously defined positive frequency amplitude of the radiant mode (Equation 6.3). 
To achieve analytical results for the group indices, 2nd order Taylor expansions of the 
effective linear susceptibility centered at the respective subradiant mode frequencies 
is utilized: 
(6.8} 
Here, ~ = w - wd and t5i is the frequency detuning between the radiant mode and 
ith subradiant mode. Note that, this result reduces to the findings of Ref (Zhang 
et al., 2008) for t5i = 0. Here, the only actively tunable parameter is t5i, which allows 
strong manipulation of the delaying properties. The steepness of the real part of x 
centered at wqi is inversely proportional to t5i. Thus, as the spectral overlap· efficiency 
decreases, so does the corresponding group index. 
In "the idle case (where ngap = n0 , wd = w~dle), the ACAM is designed to have a 
better spectral overlap efficiency for q1 (lt5fdlel < lt5~dlel) . Consequently, the associated 
group index for q1 is larger in the idle state ( n~~le > n~~le). Increasing h (with 
constant W£ = 411 THz) alters the resonant frequency of the radiant mode as shown 
in Figure 6·6(a). The switching behavior and memory-effect (hysteresis loop) are 
clearly observable. Therefore, by tuning h one can actively alter the spectral overlap 
efficiencies t5i and can have control over the associated n9i (Equation 6.3). Here the 
provided h values are normalized with respect to the Kerr material properties. For 
certain material choices such as Cu: Al20 3 , n 2 can be as high as 10- 9 cm2 /W, which 
would result in moderate laser power requirements. 
The modulation of group indices for the first and the second subradiant modes are 
shown in Figs 6(b)-(c), respectively. Solid (dashed) curves corresponds to the lower 
(upper) stability branches of the spectral response. As h increases, the resonance of 
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Figure 6·6: (a) Tuning of the radiant mode resonance with intensity 
(h) modulation. Associated group index values for (b) first and (c) 
second quadrupolar modes with h modulation. (d) Idle spectral re-
sponse of the ACAM calculated by analytical model (solid black curve) 
and FDTD simulation (blue circles). Pulse sorting with same control 
parameters (h,wL) in the bistability region, for (e) upper and (f) lower 
stability branches. Time-domain resposes of the ACAM obtained by 
FDTD simulations at different stability branches ( e-f) represents the 
memory-effect , where the relative delays applied to the pulses are re-
versed in each case resulting in a flipped pulse order. Acquired delay 
contrasts (~ 120 fs) are comparable with the pulse widths (~ 190 fs). 
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the radiant mode redshifts and the spectral overlap efficiency of q1 (q2 ) with the tuned 
radiant mode decreases (increases). There are two novel responses observed in Figs 
6(b)-(c). Firstly, in the single solution regions, there is a flipping in the magnitude of 
group indices associated with each PIT peak at low and high h. The proposed ACAM 
reverses the delay properties for carrier frequencies of Wq1 m in these regions. Secondly, 
in the hysteresis loop, there are two stable branches for the group indices. Depending 
on the excitation history, the delay properties can switch between low (solid) and high 
(dashed) h single solution region behaviors. Such a memory-effect can be clearly 
demostrated in the time-domain response. In the following, we investigate the delay 
properties of a 4-layer artificial medium formed by the unit cell shown in Figure 
6 ·1 (b), at both stability branches in the hysteresis region. Two optical pulses with 
carrier frequencies of Wq1 ,q2 are incident on the ACAM at t = 0. For fixed control 
parameters (h,wL), depending on the excitation history, the time-domain output of 
the system reverses itself as can be seen from Figs 6(e)-(f) . Since the structure has 
modifiable delay properties for two pulses at different carrier frequencies, it can be 
utilized as an optical pulse sorter. Here, the numerical calculations are provided for 
N = 2, however with the inclusion of higher number of subradiant states the sorting 
and delaying capabilities of the ACAM can be increased ftom two to more pulses. 
6.6 Multispectral Switching 
All-optical control of the PIT-effects is also possible throl'lgh a frequency modulation 
of the control source (for constant h). As indicated in the argument of Figure 
6·5(c), for an isolated non-linearly loaded feed-gap antenna, WL modulation represents 
a direct complement of h modulation, where in both cases single hysteresis loop 
with a comparable depth value have been observed. However, for the ACAM this 
complementary behaviour is significantly altered with the addition of the subradiant 
(a) 
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modes. Qualitatively, Eg drops in the vicinity of any Wqi due to the destructive 
interfence, which would result in a collapse of a hysteresis loop to the lower stability 
branch. Once WL leaves the vicinity of Wqi the system re-enters the bistability region 
(Figure 6·5(f)) (see Supporting Information) . This novel behavior is illustrated in 
Figure 6·5 where a comparison of WL modulation· on the spectral response of an 
isolated antenna (Figure 6·7(a)) and the ACAM (Figure 6·7(b)) are shown. Here 
the WL modulation route denoted with the solid line I I in Figure 6·5(f) is followed. 
As it is clearly observed in Figure 6·7(b), with the ACAM optical switching at 
multiple spectral positions and multiple bistability regions occur. In addition, other 
routes where both h and WL are simultaneously modulated, can result in even more 
sophisticated responses. 
In conclusion, we presented an asymmetrically coupled active metamaterial, where 
the interaction of multiple plasmonic excitations and integrated nonlinearity results 
in novel optical response such as multiple bistability windows and actively controlled 
and reversible delaying properties. The resonant nature of the plasmonic excitations 
allows the utilization of frequency modulations to the control source as an additional 
input parameter for tuning the response of the system. The proposed ACAM can find 
novel applications for optical communication and information processing systems. 
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Chapter 7 
Engineered Absorpt.ion Enhancement and 
Induced Transparency in Coupled 
Molecular and Plasmonic Resonator 
Systems 
7.1 Revisiting the Coupled Harmonic Oscillator Model 
Optical resonators are an essential element in the nano-photonic tool-kit, and an im-
mense body of work is dedicated to their design and realization. Often, the design of 
such coupled mode systems draws intuition and inspiration from analogies to atomic 
and molecular physics systems. Despite the wide-spread use of these concepts in 
replicating qualitative trends observed in a variety of plasmonic systems, the typical 
description they provide neglects a fundamental interaction of the resonator with the 
external radiation field. In general, coupled harmonic oscillators offer an intuitive and 
popular means with which treat a variety of quantum phenomena. The correspon-
dence between the specific configuration shown in Figure 7 ·1 and EIT (as well as the 
related Fano resonance effect) is well established(Novotny, 2010; Garrido Alzar et al., 
2002; Zhang et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009a). Notably, the harmonic oscillator is the 
basis for the standard Lorentz pole dielectric function for a natural material( Jackson, 
1999). It therefore represents a pleasing starting point for the description of systems 
including (i) plasmonic meta-materials designed to exhibit EIT-like behavior(Zhang 
et al. , 2008), and (ii) coupled plasmonic and natural resonances that result in the 
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surface enhanced absorption effect. Both of these systems can be modeled using two 
coupled harmonic oscillators, as shown in Figure 7·1. 
Considering surface enhanced absorption, the key interaction is the coupling of a 
plasmonic mode to a natural absorption line (masses A and P in the figure). This 
coupling is particularly useful for probing a weak absorber, in which the natural 
resonance does not interact strongly with external radiation and !s effectively a dark 
mode. Plasmonic resonances, in contrast, can interact strongly with incident light 
and therefore act as bright modes. Coupling between the dark natural and bright 
plasmonic resonances allows the former to be driven efficiently. Applied to infrared 
vibrational modes, this concept has led to the development of surface enhanced IR 
absorption (SEIRA) spectroscopy, which offers an important means with which to 
study trace quantities of molecules and even protein conformational change. An 
important aspect of this application (as well general surface enhanced absorption, 
sometimes referred to as plasmon resonance energy transfer at shorter wavelengths), 
that only the plasmonic mode is driven, via the applied force, g · Einc, as shown. 
As a result, in terms of absorption, the molecular resonance is not observed directly, 
but rather by a modulation in the plasmonic spectra. Because the plasmonic mode 
couples to propagating light, it loses energy to both external radiation as well as 
intrinsic material absorption, therefore its damping rate is significantly larger than 
that of the weak absorber (i.e. dark mode; 1 A » /P). The coupling between a bright 
and dark resonance is the hallmark of the Farro resonance and EIT and, indeed, 
calculating the absorption directly from this mass-ori-a-spring picture reproduces the 
anticipated narrow spectral dip (anti-resonance) at the common center frequency 
when the two resonances are aligned (wA = wp). Hence, surface enhanced absorption 
and SEIRA in particular is often referred to as a Fano effect. As discussed, the model 
of Figure 7·1 applies equally well to fully plasmonic metamaterials and thus provides 
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an intuitive physical description of general Farro resonant systems and is regularly 
used to interpret data, fit the functional line-shape form and extract t he magnit udes 
of coupling coefficients (Zhang et al. , 2008; Liu et al., 2009a; Novotny, 2010; Garrido 
Alzar et al., 2002) . 
This approach, however, neglects a key fundamental physical relation . T his is that 
the driving term cannot be viewed as an independent, arbitrary parameter. Instead, 
it is essential to realize that it must be directly related to the damping rate of the 
bright mode, /A· Significantly, the common practice of writing the damping rate 
of the bright mode (A) as simply / A, as in Figure 7-1, obscures the fact that it 
is in fact comprised of two terms, corresponding to losses via coupling to external 
radiation bAe) and intrinsic material absorption (/Ao)- Time-reversal symmetry and 
energy conservation considerations then require that the former , /Ae, obeys a direct 
relationship with the driving term(Haus, 1984; Fan et al. , 2003) . This is simply a 
statement of the fact that the rate of excitation of a system by external radiation 
should be directly related to the rate of the reverse process - the loss of energy by 
. that system to · external .radiation. 
In this chapter we demonstrate that the common approach, which allows an arbi-
trary driving force, thereby omitting its important link to radiation damping, leads 
to severe inaccuraCies in the prediction of the spectral response and general behavior 
of Farro resonant systems, involving the coupling of a bright and dark mode. We show 
that models which do not account for this interdependence fail to predict a general 
class of effects that cannot be accounted for otherwise. In particular, the coupling of 
a dark resonance to a bright one may alternatively result in either the typical EIT like 
spectral dip or the complete opposite effect, a narrow superimposed peak, in analogy 
to the electromagnetically induced absorption (EIA) effect , solely as a function of the · 
damping rates of the two resonators . 
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F==-g·E InC 
Figure 7·1: Traditional, damped harmonic oscillator conception of a 
coupled bright (A) and dark (P) mode. Mode A is driven by external 
radiation, via g · Einc, and experiences damping at a rate /A· Mode P 
is dark, hence does not interact directly with external radiation or the 
driving field. Its damping rate, /P is typically much smaller than /A· 
The two modes are coupled by some rate, M· · 
.... 
7.2 Temporal Coupled Mode Theory Based Interpretation 
We address this shortcoming by utilizing the temporal coupled mode theory (TCMT) 
(Haus, 1984; Fan et al., 2003; Verslegers et al., 2010; Verslegers et al., 2012) to 
derive an intuitive and powerful description of coupled plasmonic and Fano-resonant 
systems. We show that the interactions in and spectral response of these systems can 
be understood and predicted by considering what can be thought of as an impedance 
matching effect. This approach is based on the idea of a critically coupled resonator, 
for which maximal absorption occurs when it is impedance matched to its input 
transmission line(Haus, 1984). Within this picture, we view the addition of the dark 
mode to a plasmonic bright one as either driving the system towards the critical 
coupling condition, increasing absorption (EIA), or away from it, resulting in EIT. 
Broadly, this treatment is required to correctly describe the fundamental behavior 
of coupled dark-bright mode systems, which can be thought of as the building blocks 
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for a wide range of physical nano-photonic systems. A notable example is the class of 
surface enhanced spectroscopies(Neubrech et al. , 2008; Adato et al., 2009; Giannini 
et al., 2011; Fofang et al., 2008; Wurtz et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2012), hence our 
results are of particular importance for these applications. In particular, our picture 
' 
is necessary for an correct understanding of surface enhanced absorpt ion and makes 
clear that the standard intuition of increased field enhancement leading to increased 
signal(Osawa et al., 1993; Neubrech et al., 2008; Adato et al. , 2009; Chen et al., 2012) 
is not necessarily the case. We verify these seemingly unexpected effects through an-
alytical and numerical calculations, as well as a surface enhanced infrared absorption 
(SEIRA) spectroscopy experiment. Finally, we conclude by noting that our critically 
coupled resonator model is quite general, and applies equally well to fully plasmonic 
systems, such as the prototypical dolmen metamaterial. In a unifying manner, not 
only can the behavior of the dark meta-molecule be treated identically to a natural 
molecula~ absorption line, but we show that a transition between behaviors typically 
described as EIT and its converse, EIA, can occur as a straightforward consequence 
of the impedance matching effect proposed here. 
The consequences of critical coupling and the essential features of our description 
are presented in the scattering calculations shown in Figure 7·2. In particular, we 
calculate the absorption cross section (Cabs) for a silver (Ag) prolate ellipsoid before 
and after coating with a dielectric shell with an absorption line. These are performed 
using the standard analytical quasi-static approximations with the radiation damping 
correction (see Methods). Beginning with a small particle, (long semi-axis, a = 
30nm, short axis, b = 25nm), resonant in the blue part of the visible spectrum, 
we increased a, holding b constant , so as tO red-shift the resonance as shown in 
Figure 7·2a,b . Throughout , the absorber dielectric function ( Ep) is chosen to result in 
an absorption line at the resonance frequency of the particle and maintain a constant 
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Figure 7·2: Critical coupling effects in scattering by an absorber 
coated nano-particle. (a) Absorption cross sections (Cabs, normalized 
to particle volume) for three different length (semi-axis a) Ag prolate 
spheroidal particles (dashed curves). The solid curves show the same, 
but where the Ag particles are coated with a 5 n:in thick shell of a 
model material exhibiting ari. absorption band aligned with the particle 
resonance (colored regions at the bottom of the panel). (b) Schematic 
of the physical system and its generalized cavity model (without the 
absorber present). (c) Absorption and scattering cross sections on res-
onance. (d) Peak absorption for the generalized cavity shown in (b), 
as calculated from (7.3) evaluated at w = WA, as a function of in exter-
nal to intrinsic damping rate. The colored arrows indicate the relevant 
movements along the curve for the three different ellipsoids in (a). 
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ratio of the particle to absorption band line-width (colored regions at the bottom of 
the panel correspond to Im( E p), see also Methods). For the blue resonant particle a = 
30 nm, the calculation for the absorber coated particle displays a narrow transparency 
window at the center frequencies of the two (plasmonic and molecular) resonances, 
in agreement with the standard EIT based intuition. Simply increasing the length of 
the ellipsoid, however, completely reverses the observed behavior, producing for the 
largest particle a= 90 nm an obviouspeak in Cabs at the position of the absorber line 
(red curves in the figure). This effect, the increase in absorption upon coupling to a 
dark mode, has been previously observed in fully plasmonic, dolmen type systems and 
referred to as an analogue to EIA(Taubert et al., 2012). The effects in Ref.(Taubert 
et al., 2012) were attributed to a phase change due to variations in the physical 
distance between the bright and dark modes. In contrast, the effect observed here 
clearly cannot be of this form given that the geometry is kept identical for the three 
different ellipsoids apart from the change in their long axis size. 
To explain this effect we turn to the generalized resonator model of the coupled 
mode theory, shown in Figure 7·2b. The diagram considers a single cavity, coupled to 
input and output traveling waves (s+ and s_ respectively) through a single port. The 
cavity resonance is characterized in terms of its mode amplitude, A, center frequency, 
WA, and damping rate, {A, which is the summation of the intrinsic and external loss 
rates (!A -+ lAo+ {Ae) as previously discussed. The situation is described by the 
coupled mode equations(Haus, 1984), 
dA . dt = ]WAA- (lAo+ {Ae) A+ K-S+ 
s_ = - s+ + K-A 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
where the mode and traveling wave amplitudes are normalized such that IAI2 and 
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is(+,-) 12 give the energy stored in the resonance and power carried by the (incoming, 
outgoing) waves respectively. The key feature of (7.1) and (7.2) is that the coupling 
rate to incident waves, ""' as opposed to being an arbitrary (or even geometrical(Zhang 
et al., 2008)) factor, is constrained and related to /Ae via "" = ~(Haus, 1984). 
This link to the external damping rate is an essential consequence of time-reversal 
symmetry and energy conservation and one of the basic tenets of the coupled mode 
theory(Haus, 1984; Fan et al., 2003) . As we will show, provides a means for the 
observed behavior to arise in terms of an intuitive picture and leads to a number of 
interesting consequences. 
Equations (7.1)- (7.2) can be used to determine the reflection, R = is- fs+i 2 , and 
absorption Abs. = 1- R of the system. In terms of the cavity parameters, 
(7.3) 
which, on resonance (w = wA) takes the form Abs. = 4f /(1+ !)2 with f = /Ae/!Ao· 
The amplitude of the absorption peak thus depends on the ratio of the external to 
intrinsic loss rates as shown in Figure 7·2d. ·Absorption by the cavity reaches a peak 
value of 1 when the two rates are equal and is reduced to either side when they are not. 
This effe~t, known as critical coupling (CC, i.e. peak absorption when /Ae = /Ao) is 
well known for a resonator coupled to a single input transmission line, and, given the 
generality of the coupled mode theory framework, persists for other resonator types. 
The CC effect has important consequences for the response of the resonator when 
used to drive a second, dark, resonance that is not directly coupled to the incident 
and outgoing waves. Qualitatively, the dark mode or weak absorber can be then 
thought of as adding a small amount cif additional intrinsic damping to the bright 
mode. In terms of Figure 7·2d, this results in a leftward movement along the curve. A 
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significant implication is then immediately obvious. The addition of the absorber does 
not necessarily lead to increased absorption in accordance with a naive expectation, 
nor does it always result in a decrease, as would be predicted by analogy with EIT. 
Instead, depending on the initial properties of the bright mode and the magnitude of 
the interaction with the absorber, either effect may occur. If the damping rates of the 
bright mode alone are such that /Ae > /Ao, it is over coupled, and coupling to the dark 
mode drives the system towards the CC condition. If /Ae < /AO, then the system 
begins in the under coupled state, and the converse is true. While the scattering 
ellipsoid couples to a continuum of ports, rather than a single one(Verslegers et al., 
2010; Verslegers et al., 2012), the CC condition persists for an arbitrary number of 
ports, the only quantitative difference (depending on the number of ports) being a 
directivity dependent scaling factor for the peak absorption value (Verslegers et al., 
2010; Verslegers et al., 2012). Considering now Figure 7·2c, the origin of the reversal 
in the direction of the absorption feature in the spectra for the coated particle can 
be clearly understood in terms of this effect. Plotting the variation in the scattering, 
Csca, and absorption, Cabs, cross sections for the bare particle with increasing length, 
a, shows the former to increase while the latter decreases as the particle resonance red-
shifts. Since Csca/Cabs = /Ae//Ao, (see Methods and Supplementary Note S2-3) this 
indicates a transition from the under-coupled (/Ae < /Ao) to the over-coupled (/Ae > 
/Ao) regime. The dashed vertical lines indicate the resonance frequencies of the three 
spectra show in Figure 7·2a. For the blue resonant particle, Csca/Cabs = /Ae//Ao < 1. 
A small increase in the intrinsic absorption term, resulting from adding the absorbing 
film, therefore pushes the resonator left along the curve in Figure 7·2d, away from 
the CC peak. In contrast, for the a = 90 nm particle, the reverse is true, the external 
loss rate for the bare particle is larger than its intrinsic damping term, hence, adding 
the absorber film drives the system towards the CC condition, causing an overall 
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increase in absorption. For the middle particle, the spectral feature associated with 
the dark mode is relatively small in comparison with the other two cases. This is 
because the bright mode is characterized initially by an external damping rate that 
is only slightly larger than the intrinsic loss. As a result, the path travelled along the 
CC curve is through the peak, and to the exact opposite side of it (see Supplementary 
Note S2). This observation is particularly relevant to surface enhanced absorption 
effects. Firstly, it serves to emphasize that what is observed or measured in these 
applications is the perturbation of the plasmonic resonance by the absorber film. 
Secondly, it indicates that the magnitude of the associated feature is not necessarily a 
monotonically increasing function of, e.g. field enhancement, as is commonly assumed, 
but rather depends critically on the impedance matching effect we have described . 
here: 
Beyond a qualitative description, these effects can be obtained rigorously within 
the coupled mode theory framework by adding the second resonator, P, such that 
the interaction between it and A is described by, 
~~ = jwAA- (/Ao + "!Ae) A+ }fJ,P + ~s+ 
dP . p p . . A 
- = JWp - "(p + Jf-£ dt 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 
Here f-£ is the coupling rate corresponding to direct energy exchange between the two 
modes. As P is assumed to be a dark mode, 'YP corresponds entirely to intrinsic loss 
and (7.2) still holds. Assuming a time harmonic dependance for both modes, (7.4) 
can be written as 
(7.6) 
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where /p, = JJ-2/P/ [(w- wp )2 + 1~] and Wp, = JJ-2 (w - Wp )/ [(w- Wp )2 + 1~] are 
effective damping const ants and frequency shifts respectively, resulting from the in-
teraction with P. In general this set of equations describes an asymmetric Fano-type 
line-shape, but when the two resonances are aligned ( WA = w p) and on resonance with 
t he driving field (w = wp = WA ) we have / p, = p} / ! P while wp, = 0. This corresponds 
exactly to the previous description and clearly illustrates that the relative values of 
the three damping rates /Ao , /Ae and /p,, determine whether dark mode's signature 
will manifest itself as an EIT-like dip in or EIA-like peak superimposed on the bright 
mode spectrum. Significantly, the quantities, /Ae , /Ao, JJ- can all be computed from 
energy considerations, such that a predictive model can be applied to our physical 
system. Performing these calculations for the ellipsoid scattering cases in Figure 7. 2 
we find that the paths traced out along the CC curve are exactly those discussed 
(Supplementary Notes S1-S2). 
7.3 Enhanced Absorption and Induced Transparency in Per-
fect A bsor hers 
While the variations in damping rates as a function of operating wavelength observed 
in these model calculations can be thought of as a natural, exogenous effect , sub-
ject to the specifics of an application or experimental setup, the plasmonic toolkit 
offers ample means with which to engineer the external damping rate of a nano-
structure(Auguie and Barnes, 2008; Adato et al., 2010; Luk'yanchuk et al., 2010; 
Wu et al. , 2011b) . Indeed, a large body of recent work is devoted to this subject and 
demonstrates the ability to cont rol radiation damping through a variety of means such 
as dipole cancellation(Luk'yanchuk et al., 2010), lattice modes(Auguie and Barnes, 
2008; Adato et al. , 2009; Adato et al. , 2010) and magnetic dipole generation(Wu 
. et al., 2011b; Chen et al. , 2012). Given that one important motivation for t hese 
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efforts is to generate high quality factor resonances and, correspondingly, large field 
enhancement factors for applications such as surface enhanced absorption, the con-
cepts presented in conjunction with Figure 7·2 are extremely significant. They imply, 
first, that depending on the plasmonic resonator design EIT or EIA like features may 
be observed. Secondly, the magnitude of this feature, and therefore the success of 
the plasmonic structure design, does not necessarily scale with the standard field 
enhancement metric. 
An implementation of the well known perfect absorber (PA) configuration, using 
a dipolar rod antenna as shown in Figure 7·3a, offers a convenient means with which 
to tune the ratio of the external to intrinsic loss rates and thereby demonstrate these 
effects. The figure presents FDTD simulations of the structure, where the gap between 
the nano-rod antenna and metal film is varied (see Methods and Supplementary Note 
83) . The effect of placing the dipolar antenna in close proximity to the metal film is to 
induce image currents in the film which are anti-parallel to those in the antenna(Wu 
et al. , 201lb; Liu et al., 2010). The resultant circulating currents yield a magnetic 
dipole character response that is associated with a reduction in radiation damping(Wu 
et al., 2011b). The strength of this effect varies inversely with gap size, hence rAe/lAo 
decreases with gap thickness, as shown in Figure 7 ·3b. On the basis of the picture 
presented to explain the results of Figure 7·2, if one were to coat the structure 
with an absorbing film, depending on the gap size, either the opening of an EIT like 
transparency window or the appearance of a superimposed peak (EIA) is possible. 
We demonstrate these effects through FDTD, by coating the PA structures with 
a thin (10 nm thick) film having a narrow absorption band at ,...._, 1686 cm-1 . The 
absorption spectra (Abs. = 1 - R) shown in Figure 7·3c for four different gap sizes 
(see vertical dashed lines in Figure 7 ·3b) clearly demonstrate this correspondence to 
the scattering calculations in terms of our CC picture. The 80 nm gap now represents 
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the under-coupled system with its spectrum upon coating presenting the appropriate 
dip at the film's absorption line. For the 400 nm thick gap, for which the PA system 
is over-coupled, the complete reverse effect is apparent. The 200 nm gap corresponds 
to the usual implementation of a PA in the CC state (such that Abs. = 1 for the 
ba1·e structure). Here, adding absorption again drives the system away from the 
CC condition and the resultant reduction in total absorption occurs, in agreement 
with previous studies (Chen et al., 2012). Finally, we find that the absorption line 
feature in the spectrum for the 280 nm gap PA 1''§ negligibie compared to the other 
structures. The effect observed here is analogous to that for the a = 60 nm spheroid 
(in Figure 7·2, where the increase in int~insic damping upon coupling to the absorbing 
~ .:. ~ ~-: = ·:. ~· ·~:~· . 
film (/Ao ----+ /Ao + IJ.L) drove the system from one side of the CC peak to the exact 
opposite position. Significantly, for this gap size the field enhancement is comparable 
to the two smaller ones even higher than for the 400 nm gap structure (Supplementary 
Note S3). Given that the structures are otherwise virtually identical, this effect is 
unexpected from the standard intuition behind, e.g. SEIRA spectroscopy, which 
predicts absorption signal to scale with the near-field enhancement generated by a 
plasmonic resonance. In future applications leveraging plasmonic enhancement and 
coupling between bright and dark modes, it is thus evident that exactly what quantity 
is in fact being measured must be considered carefully and the effects predicted by 
the description here be taken into account. 
In addition to the FDTD simulations, we demonstrate these effects experimentally, 
as shown in Figure 7·4. As in Ref. (Chen et al. , 2012), the structures are fabricated 
as a 100 nm thick Au particle separated from an Au film of the same thickness 
by a thin magnesium fluoride (MgF2 ) spacer layer. The particles are formed by 
electron beam lithography and a standard lift-off process. We used a thin ( rv 8 nm) 
poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA, see Methods) film as our dark resonance (P) . 
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Figure 7 ·3: Absorption enhancement and induced transparency in a 
perfect absorber coupled to an absorbing film. (a) Schematic of the PA 
structure. (b) Varying the gap thickness tunes external bAe) and in-
trinsic ( 1 Ao) . (c) Spectra of four different P A structures, before (dashed 
lines) and after (solid lines) coating with a 10 nm thick film. Gap sizes 
of 80, 200 and 400 nm correspond to under , critically and over coupled 
structures. 
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Specifically, the vibrational mode associated with the C=O stretch provides a clean, 
narrow ("' 20 cm- 1 full-width half-max) absorption: band at "' 1730 cm- 1 . To control 
the center frequency of our bright resonance, Au particles of a rod geometry, as in 
Figure 7·3, were used such that their length could be adjusted to keep WA ,....., Wp for 
the different gaps. It was also necessary to account for the expected red-shift due to 
the increase in refractive index (constant real term) surrounding the nano-antenna 
upon coating with PMMA (n = 1.53), apparent in comparing the before and after 
(red and blue curves) data in the figure. For comparison, we also include FDTD 
simulations of the same structures coated with the PMMA films (right column). 
The data and simulations clearly reproduce the trends observed in Figure 7·3c, 
with reflectance increasing (Abs. . 1- R, decreases) for the under and critically cou-
pled cases (gap thickness, 185 and 75 nm respectively). When the gap is increased 
to 314 nm, however, a clear decrease in reflectance (increase in absorption) is ob-
served. Moreover, our fitted theoretical model [using equations (7.3) and (7.6), see 
Supplementary Note S4] are in close agreement (see black lines in the figure) with the 
measured and simulated data. In addition to serving as an experimental validation 
of our predictions, these results thus demonstrate that in optimizing resonators for 
surface enhanced spectroscopy applications, our approach offers new insight into their 
design and the subsequent interpretation of measured spectra. 
7.4 Applications to Plasmonic Meta-Molecules 
While Figure 7·2- Figure 7·4 focused on the coupling between an 'engineered' plas-
monic resonance and a 'natural' molecular one, the TCMT framework, and hence · 
the intuition and predictions derived from it are completely general and should ap-
ply to an arbitrary physical coupled resonator system. We conclude by illustrating 
the occurrence of identical effects in a wholly plasmonic system - the prototypical 
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Figure 7·4: (a) Experimental demonstration of under, critically and 
over coupled systems and their behavior upon coupling to a 'dark', 
molecular absorption band.Experimental data for the under coupled 
(UC), critically coupled (CC) and over coupled (OC) cases are shown. 
In addition to the data, fits to the theoretical model based on cou-
pled mode theory are included (black lines). Corresponding FDTD 
simulations are shown in the right panel. (b) SEM image of t he criti-
cally coupled sample. The scale bar is 2p,m. (c) FDTD field intensity (IE/ E 0 l2 ) enhancement for the CC structure. 
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'dolmen' structure, shown in Figure 7·5. In this case the 'bright' resonator remains 
a dipolar nano-antenna, but the 'dark' mode now corresponds to a quadrupolar an-
tenna formed by two closely spaced identical Au bars (see Figure 7·5a). Although 
this system is also described by (7.6), an important difference between a plasmonic 
and natural dark mode is that the former allows for significantly greater control over 
the coupling parameter, f-L· Firstly, by varying the gap between the quadrupolar and 
dipolar antennas the coupling rate, J.L, can be directly controlled with a high degree of 
precision. Second, the larger inherent dipole moments associated with the plasmonic 
'meta-molecule', allow for much larger values of f-L to be obtained. This dramatically 
higher modulation interval can itself lead the system through EIA to EIT regime 
without altering the decay rates of the bright mode. For the three sets of spectra 
plotted, the dipole antenna is kept constant, such that the system begins in the over 
coupled regime, while the gap is reduced from 350 to 100 nm. Thus, instead of se-
lecting systems with different values of "/Ae/'YAo, as in Figure 7·2- Figure 7-4, here 
we are fixing "/Ae/'YAo and varying 'Y!-L (through its dependance on J.L) and therefore 
the distance travelled along the CC curve, as shown in Figure 7-5b. This procedure 
produces, as shown in the spectra in Figure 7 -5c, first an EIA-like increase in absorp-
tion associated with a movement along the path in Figure 7 -5b towards the CC peak 
(350 nm gap). Reducing the gap further increases 'Y!-L until the system is critically 
coupled, "/Ae = "/Ao + "f!-L, and absorption is maximized at Abs. = 1. After this point, 
subsequent increases in coupling (100 nm gap) correspond to a movement over the 
top of the curve (panel b again), and the EIT effect is observed. 
In conclusion the broad range of examples and analysis presented here demon-
strate the critical need to appropriately treat the interaction with external radia-
tion in coupled resonator systems. We show clearly that the relation between the 
excitation efficiency of a reso:o..ator and its exter!.lal damping rate leads to widely 
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different spectral responses. Significantly, completely contrary outcomes may be ob-
served depending on experimental parameters (e.g. wavelength) and also the design 
of the nano-photonic resonator. The usual harmonic oscillator models, which treat 
the driving field as an arbitrary term that is independent of the resonator proper-
ties, can produce misleading results and are not capable of predicting these contrary 
outcomes. To address this issue, we utilized the temporal coupled mode theory for-
malism to develop an intuitive view of the interaction between plasmonic bright and 
dark modes based on the idea of a critically coupled resonator. This picture by being 
consisted with time-reversal symmetry and energy conservation considerations, allows 
these previously unaccounted for effects to be treated in an accurate and predictive 
manner. In addition, the developed model can be instrumental in certain applications 
such as surface enhanced spectroscopy experiments, where a significant signal increase 
can be_ achieved by a careful engineering of the plasmonic resonators' damping rates. 
Finally, in ad<;lition to the consequences demonstrated here, the fundamental nature 
of the critical coupling effect implies the potential to form the basis for a wide range 
of new predictions. These may motivate new experimental studies, applications, and 
approaches to designing plasmonic, metamaterial and other resonator based devices. 
7.5 Addendum 
Analytical scattering calculations 
The analytical scattering calculations presented for the prolate spheroids in Figure 7 · 2 
were obtained via a quasi static approximation, corrected for radiation damping. In 
particular, the polarizability of a prolate spheroid ( c = b) is given by(Bohren and 
Huffman, 1983), 
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(7.7) 
(7.8) 
for the E field polarized along its long (a) axis, such that the induced dipole 
moment is given by, p = EoEmaE0 , where Eo is the driving field. Equation (7. 7) 
does not, however, account for radiation damping, which is a key component of our 
analysis. This is corrected for by introducing the radiation reaction field, Eself = 
jk3 /(67rEoEm)P, (k = 27r/A is the wave-vector amplitude) . Noting that the induced 
dipole moment is driven by the total field, p = EoEma(Eo + Es:lf) we obtain, 
(7.9) 
Equating equation (7.9) top= EoEmC<eftEo, an effective polarizability, accounting 
for radiation damping effects is obtained. From this polarizability, extinction ( C Ext), 
scattering ( C sea) and absorption (CAbs) cross sections can be obtained. In particular, 
CAbs = CExt- Csca = kim(aeJJ)- ~;laefti 2 (Draine, _ 1988; Draine and Goodman, 
1993). In Fig. 7·2, spheroids with dimensions b = 25 nm and a= 30, 60, and 90 nm 
were used to scan the resonant frequency from 26,000, 21,000 and 18, 000 cm- 1 (385, 
4 76 and 556 nm wavelength respectively) . 
For the calculation of spectra of the coated ellipsoid, the analytical formula ex-
tending (7.7) to a multi-layered structure in Ref. (Bohren and Huffman, 1983) was 
used and (7.9) used to again account for radiation damping. For the material prop-
erties , the permittivity of Ag was taken from a Lorentz+ Drude model fit to the data 
in Ref. 41. The absorber was modeled as a Lorentz oscillator with permittivity, 
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s 
E(w)=1+ 2 2 . r 
w0 -w -JW 
(7.10) 
We selected parameters for the absorbing film to be representative of J-aggregates, 
as in Ref. (Fofang et al., 2008). The representative values are w0 = 15,000 cm-1 , 
r = 420 cm-1 and S = ( 4, 200)2 cm-2 . Since, however, we are interested in the effects 
of changing wavelength while keeping WA = Wp, as the resonance frequency of the 
ellipsoid was varied, we altered w0 such that the two resonances were aligned. While 
varying the frequency of our model absorber in this manner, we additionally varied 
r so as to hold r /!A, and therefore the relative line-widths of the two resonances 
constant. In conjunction with keeping the thickness of the absorbing film constant at 
5 nm, this kept the theoretical value of the coupling rate, J.L (see Supplementary Note 
S2) roughly fixed throughout. 
In order to calculate the relative damping rates described in conjunction with 
Figure 7·2, we note that in the coupled mode theory, /Ae and /Ao are proportional to 
-
the power dissipated by scattering and absorption, respectively. Since the absorption 
and scattering cross sections are also proportional to the power dissipated by their 
respective mechanisms, /Ae/!Ao = Csca/CAbs· The coupling parameter J.L is calculated 
on the basis of an overlap integral as described in Supplementary Notes S1-2. 
~: -~~liLY , '· 
Numerical simulations 
FDTD calculations were performed using a commercial software package (FDTD 
Solutions ver. 5.5, Lumerical). The refractive index of the MgF2 taken to be a 
constant 1.38 throughout, while the material properties of Au were taken from Ref. 
41. The Au film and dipolar antennas were simulated as 100 nm thick throughout 
(the nominal thickness in our experiments) without any chromium (Cr) adhesion 
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layer. All simulations were performed on a single unit cell of a periodic array (i.e. 
using periodic boundary conditions) of a size 3 x 3 Jim. The incident sourc"! was 
simulated as a normally incident plane wave. 
Sample fabrication 
Our PA samples were fabricated via electron beam lithography and a standard lift-off 
process. Silicon chips were first coated with a 100 nm thick Au film .(5 nm thick 
chromium, Cr, adhesion layer) with in an electron beam evaporator. Various spacer 
layer thicknesses were then formed by subsequent evaporation of MgF2 . A spec-
troscopic ellipsometer (JA Woolham) was used to measure the thicknesses of the 
deposited dielectric throughout. The dipolar antenna resonators were formed by 
EBL on these substrates, using a scanning electron microscope (Supra 40VP, Zeiss), 
NPGS pattern generation system (NPGS, Nabity) and a standard lift-off process. 
Polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA 950 AS, Michrochem) was used as resist. Prior to 
EBL, the resist was subjected to a hard-bake on a hot-plate. Nominal dimensions 
for the three cases examined were as follows. Over-coupled: Length, L = 1600 nm. 
Critically coupled: L = 1500. Under-coupled: L = 1500. All were 200 nm wide and 
set in a periodic square lattice with a unit cell size of 3 Jim. Sample development 
was carried out via immersion in a 3:1 isopropanol (IPA) to methyl-iso-butyl ketone 
(MIBK) mixture, then quenching with IPA. To form particles a 5 nm thick Cr adhe-
sion layer followed by 100 nm of Au was deposited on the samples via electron beam 
evaporation (CHA industries) . Lift-off was then performed by immersing samples 
in acetone and IPA in conjunction with gentle sonication. Following lift-off an 0 2 
plasma clean was used to remove any small residual amount of PMMA. 
To couple our PA resonators to an absorber a thin PMMA film was cast on the 
substrat es. PMMA (same as used in EBL) was diluted to 0.25% (weight/volume) in 
toluene and spun onto the samples. The thickness was measured using a spectroscopic 
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ellipsometer (JA Woolham) to be I'..J 8 nm. 
Data collection 
All data were collected using a Fourier-Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer (IFS 
66/s, Bruker Optics) and. IR microscope (Hyperion 1000, Bruker Optics). All da,ta, 
were taken with a Mercury-Cadmium Telluride (MCT) detector, under identical ac-
quisition settings, specifically a mirror velocity of 40 kHz, 256 scans co-added and 
4 cm-1 resolution. A plastic enclosure around our microscope was purged with dry 
and C02 filtered air (Parker Hannifin purge generator) to limit interference from wa-
ter vapor lines. An IR polarizer was used to polarize the incident E-field along the 
nano-antenna length. 
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Chapter 8 
Summary 
Throughout the course of this thesis work, we were mainly focused on the analysis 
and design of multi-layered and multi-element plasmonic structures with an emphasis 
on their implications for real-world applications such as biosensing. Apart from the 
Chapter 3, the main course of study was related to the understanding and exploitation 
of coherent phenomena in plasmonic clusters, such as Fano resonances. 
In Chapter 3, we have investigated a straightforward three-dimensional design, 
which is comprised of coupled nano particles and nano holes. Gerierally, expansion 
into the third dimension is avoided due to the major challenges in nano fabrica-
tion schemes. However, the fabrication of these quasi 3D structures were relatively 
straightforward. The inter-resonator distance (between holes and particles) in a unit 
cell of this design was around 300 Iim, which is comparable to the working wavelength 
and larger than the utilized structure sizes, therefore the main interaction between 
the resonators were in far-field with only negligible near-field coupling. Even with this 
simplistic design, we have shown a new Fabry-Perot type cavity mode in the spectral 
response, which is non existent in two-dimensional plasmonic arrays. We have also 
analyzed the sensitivity of this mode to local refractive index changes and showed 
that it had higher sensitivity than the rather conventional EOT -based resonances. 
In Chapter 4 and 5 (also in the rest of the thesis work) , the main focus was 
on the near-field coupling between closely spaced plasmonic resonators and especially 
on the appearance of Fano-type resonances. Both of the chapters 4 and 5 are 
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devoted to the study of carrying the Farro resonances to multiple spectral positions 
in a homogeneous design. There can be numerous applications of multi-spectral 
Farro resonances ranging from enhancing multi-colored non-linear phenomena to dual-
band spectroscopy applications in mid-infrared, etc. The main difference between 
these works was the utilized route of achieving this multi-resonant characteristics. In 
Chapter 4, we have used a three-dimensional design (based on our SiNx membrane 
fabrication scheme), where the multiple layers of a 7f shaped unit-cell were strongly 
coupled to each other in the near-field. Guided by the plasmon hybridization model 
and a coupled harmonic oscillator framework, we show that using this design principle 
we can easily achieve multispectral Fano-type resonances. 
Chapter 5 follows a different pathway which also leads to double Farro resonances, 
where we firstly investigate the spectral locations of dark and bright modes in a plas-
monic dimer. We show that with a careful arrangement of the spatial positions of the 
constituent elements in the dimer structure, we can tailor the dark and bright mode 
frequencies very straightforwardly. We have carefully designed two dimer structures 
(collinear and side-to-side coupled), where a simultaneous spectral overlap between 
the dark and bright modes of each dimer was established. Final design, which we refer 
to as a plasmonic hetero-oligomer, shows double Farro resonant behavior and also the 
inherent asymmetry in the design enabled these modes to be highly directional. 
Application of multi-spectral Fano-type response to enhance non-linear phenom-
ena was the subject of Chapter 6, where we have employed a nanoscale Kerr non-
linear material in the designed structure. Within the framework of the temporal 
coupled mode theory, we have investigated the complex interaction between the multi-
resonant ·structure and the loaded optical non-linearity. Our design yielded unique 
optical responses such as the reversal of time-domain output with the utilization of 
optical bistability and multi-spectral switching accompanied with multiple hysteresis 
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characteristics. 
Finally, Chapter '7 was devoted to a better understanding of the coherent inter-· 
action between dark and bright resonances in plasmonic and molecular systems. Our 
framework, which was based on temporal coupled mode theory, rigorously identifies 
the radiative and non-radiative decay channels in such systems and we show with an 
emphasis on the importance of the critical coupling phenomenon, enhanced absorp-
tion and induced transparency are both natural outcomes of such coupled systems. 
The theory developed in this chapter is highly important both from a fundamental 
and also an application point of view. Theoretically, it unifies the outcomes observed 
in a very wide range of coupled resonator systems. In addition, we show that the 
general notion of increased field intensity enhancement does not necessarily lead to 
an increased spectroscopic signal but a utilization of our theory forms a new set of 
general design rules which can lead to more advanced plasmonic sensing platforms. 
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